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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
No matter how good audio - visual instructional 
materials may be, they do no good on the shelf. 
Audio - visual instructional materials must be 
adequately utilized to make their greatest contribution 
to the teaching - learning situation. 
Developing teacher competency to make adequate 
and effective use of audio - visual instructional 
materials can be classified under two main headings, 
namely: -
1. Pre - service Teacher Education, and 
2. In - service Teacher Education. 
At the present time, only three states out of 
the forty-nine require an audio - visual course for a 
teaching certificate. These three states are California, 
Pennsylvania, and Virginia. 
Some teachers' colleges, schools, and universities 
offer courses in audio - vi$ual education; but, each year, 
as new teachers come into a school system, there will 
be some who have not had a course in audio - visual 
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techniques in education. 
The lack of pre - service teacher education for 
use of audio - visual instructional materials thus makes 
it necessary to give consideration each year to in -
service teacher education. 
In most school systems_, too_, it is found that_, 
among teachers who have had several years of experience 
to those who have had medium-to-long service_, there 
are those who have not had either pre - service or 
in - service training in the use of audio - visual 
instructional materials. 
The effectiveness of audio - visual instructional 
materials depends upon the way in which teachers use 
them. This means that teachers must understand the 
purposes and functions of these materials. They must 
know how to select the right ones for a given purpose. 
They must be able to use them skillfully. They must 
be able to operate any necessary equipment. 
Since the primary objective of a director of 
audio - visual education is to help teachers do a good 
job better, the projected goal is: -
2 
MORE EFFECTIVE LEARNING 
THROUGH THE SKILLFUL AND 
INTELLIGENT USE OF AUDIO - VISUAL 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS. 
How does the director of audio - visual education 
seek to attain this goal? 
The specific problem with which the director of 
audio - visual education is now concerned is in - service 
teacher education for use of audio - visual instructional 
materials. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE 
The literature in the field of audio - visual 
education of the past twenty years has been thoroughly 
sifted for research pertinent to in - service teacher 
education for use of audio - visual instructional 
materials. 
One objective attempt to obtain information 
regarding teacher skills and knowledges in the use of 
audio - visual materials is the De Bernardis and Brown 
Study. 1 
This study was based on the belief that a 
composite summary of opinion of experienced teachers, 
audio - visual directors, general supervisors, and 
administrators would provide this information. 
The survey, made in the San Bernardino, 
California County Schools, had a three-
fold purpose: (1} to find out which· 
supervisory activities and techniques 
should receive emphasis in the supervisory 
1Amo DeBernardis, and James W. Brown, "A Study 
of Teacher Skills and Knowledges Necessary for the 
Use of Audio -Visual Aids", The Elementary School 
Journal, Volume XLVI, (June, 1946), pp. 550 - 556. 
4 
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program; (2) to find out whether or not 
teachers in different geographical regions 
of the area being surveyed had different 
preferences; and, (3) to find out whether 
or not teachers instructing on different 
grade levels in the school~ being surveyed 
had different preferences. 
The teachers were asked to check, on a four -
point scale, how each of fifty-seven listed supervisory 
activities, (seventy-five were listed for high-school 
teachers), might help them improve their teaching with 
audio - visual materials. 
A summary of the findings reveals the 
following data. (The percentage of 
teachers who listed the activity of 
11 most 11 value is found in the parenthesis). 
1. Publications: -
a. lists of free and inexpensive 
materials - (95 %) 
b. lists of available audio -
visual materials - (93 %) 
c. bulletins of new audio - visual 
materials added to the audio -
visual department - (92 %} 
d. lists of community resources 
in various areas of the 
county - (80 %) 
e. bibliographies of selected 
references on audio - visual 
education - {77 %) 
f. lists of information re~arding 
school journeys - (76 %} 
2Amo DeBernardis, and James W. Brown, 11 A Study 
of Teacher Skills and Knowledges Necessary for the 
Use of Audio -Visual Aids 11 , The Elementary School 
Journal, Volume XLVI, {June, 1946)., pp. 550 - 556. 
~t 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
Local Workshops Conducted on the 
Preparation of: -
a. high - school curriculum 
materials - (94 %) 
b. elementary social studies -
(92 %) 
c. elementary science materials -
(81 %} 
d. elementary art materials -
{78 %) 
e. elementary music materials -
(77 %) 
f. room environments - (77 %). 
Demonstrations of Effective Use of 
Audio - Visual Materials in Teaching: -
a. elementary social studies -
(93 %) 
b. high - school subjects -
(88 %) 
c. elementary science - (83 %) 
d. elementary art - (82 %) 
e. elementary language arts -
(77 %) 
f. elementary physical education -
(76 %) 
Institute Sessions: -
a. which include preview of new 
materials - (87 %) 
b. demonstrations with a class of 
children, of correct and effective 
use of audio - visual materials -
(82 %) 
c. exhibits of audio - visual 
equipment - (82 %) 
d. exhibits of materials which can 
be made3by teachers -(76 %) • 
3Amo DeBernardis, and James W. Brown, 11 A Study 
of Teacher Skills and Knowledges Necessary for the 
Use of Audio -Visual Aids 11 , The Elementary School 
Journal, Volume XLVI, (June, 1946), pp. 550 - 556. 
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The findings from this study indicate several 
activities that audio - visual directors would be wise 
to include in in - service teacher education programs~ 
namely: -
l. Teachers are interested in learning to 
operate equipment. 
2. Teachers do not know the sources of 
audio - visual materials in their 
school system. 
3. Teachers would rather have ready-made 
materials than produce and construct 
materials of their own. 
4. Teachers want to learn how to improve 4 their use of audio - visual materials. 
Another study of more recent date is one reported 
by Henricksen.5 
An investigation of the audio - visual,in -
service teacher training programs in several of the 
leading school districts throughout the United States 
has been made~ to determine the·methods~ procedures~ 
techniques, and materials found to be of greatest value. 
Through research and interviews, a check-list was 
4Amo DeBernardis, and James W. Brown~ "A Study 
of Teacher Skills and Knowledges Necessary for the 
Use of Audio -Visual Aids", The Elementary School 
Journal, Volume XLVI~ (June, 1946)~ pp. 550 - 556. 
5Edwin E. Henricksen, "Teachers Need In-Service 
A/V Training", Educational Screen and Audio -Visual 
Guide, Volume XXXVIII, Number 3~ (March~ 1959 h 
pp. 128 - 129. 
7 
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formulated to aid in obtaining criteria. 
Eighty-eight school districts were selected from 
a roster of the participants of a national audio -
visual conference, sponsored by the National Education 
Association, Department of Audio - Visual Instruction, 
held during March, 1958. Twelve other school districts 
in the central and western states were also chosen to 
balance the geographical distribution. A letter asking 
for indication of co-operation and interest was mailed 
to each selected district. Eighty-five replied in the 
affirmative, and in turn, were mailed check-lists. Of 
the eighty-five, seventy-eight, or over ninety percent, 
returned the check-list. 
The recommendations made are based upon the 
techniques, materials, facilities, and supports utilized 
by more than fifty percent of the school districts 
participating in the study. 
The accumulated data suggests that an optimum 
audio - visual, in - service teacher training program 
should include the following categories and sub-
divisions:6-
6Edwin E. Henricksen, "Teachers Need In-Service 
A/V Training", Educational Screen and Audio -Visual 
Guide, Volume XXXVIII, Number 3, (March, 1959), pp. 128-129 . 
8 
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l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION 
a. The district should have an audio -
visual director. 
b. He should be a full-time specialist. 
c. The district should have a formally 
organized audio - visual~ in-service 
teacher training program. 
FORMAL GROUP ACTIVITIES 
a. The audio - visual department should 
sponsor college courses in audio -
visual education. 
b. Institutes and short courses in 
audio - visual education should be 
held by the department. 
c. Workshops should be conducted. 
INFORMAL GROUP ACTIVITIES 
a. The audio - visual director should 
conduct individual faculty meetings 
in the schools to encourage audio -
visual methods in teaching. 
b. An orientation meeting for new 
teachers should be held to acquaint 
them with the audio - visual program. 
c. Demonstrations of new materials~ 
equipment) and devices as teaching 
aids should be given. 
d. Study groups for audio - visual 
methods should be formulated in 
the subject areas. 
e. Preview committees should be 
formulated to select audio - visual 
materials for classroom use. 
INDIVIDUAL TEACHER TECHNIQUES 
a. The audio - visual director should 
hold individual teacher conferences. 
b. An audio - visual bulletin should 
be issued by the director. 
INDIRECT TECHNIQUES 
a. The director should work in close 
co-operation with supervisors of 
other subject areas. 
b. He should be included in the curriculum 
development committees. 
c. Audio - visual exhibits should be 
provided to actively increase the 
interest of teachers. 
9 
6. 
7. 
8. 
d. The director should utilize 
specialized source personnel 
in the areas in which they can 
be most efficiently used. 
e. He should contact people of the 
community to secure teaching aids. 
MATERIALS PROVIDED 
a. The district should provide materials 
for the production of teaching aids. 
b. Audio - visual magazines should be 
purchased for all professional 
libraries. 
c. Audio - visual books, 
d. Catalogs of materials, 
e. Recordings for audio - visual 
service training, 
f. Films for teacher training, and 
g. Filmstrips to promote in - service 
professional teacher growth should 
be in the professional libraries. 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES PROVIDED 
a. There should be a preview room 
in all school buildings. 
b. The district should supply a 
laboratory where materials are 
produced. 
c. A laboratory where teachers could 
originate teaching aids should be 
a part of the facilities provided. 
d. There should be storage space in 
all the individual rooms of the 
buildings for audio - visual 
equipment, materials, and devices. 
e. A professional library should be in 
the central administration building. 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
a. Money should be furnished by the 
school district to provide materials 
for the professional libraries. 
b. The school district should provide 
money to pay for travel to national 
audio -visual conferences.7 
7Edwin E. Henricksen, liTeachers Need In-Service 
A/V Trainingn, Educational Screen and Audio -Visual 
Guide, Volume XXXVIII, Number 3, (March, 1959), 
pp. 128 - 129. 
10 
.r. 
After this basic program is well established in 
a district, the following extensions of the program 
would improve it:8 
1. Released time for inter and intra-
school visitations to observe audio -
visual teaching techniques in use. 
2. Field trips to stimulate teacher in-
terest in audio - visual methods of 
instruction. 
3. A professional library in all the 
individual schools. 
4. Released time for the individual 
teacher to prepare teaching aids. 
5. Provide a special fund to assist 
the teacher with the enrollment 
fees of audio - visual course 
work during the summer.9 
The data collected indicated that the size of 
the school district did not necessarily assure a good 
training program; rather, the audio - visual, in -
service training of teachers was individualistic for 
each school district, and was primarily determined by 
the type of leadership existing within the administrative 
staff. 
8Edwin E. Henricksen, 11 Teachers Need In-Service 
A/V Training11 , Educational Screen and Audio -Visual 
Guide, Volume XXXVIII, Number 3, (March, 1959), 
pp. 128 - 129. 
9Ibid., pp. 128 - 129. 
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CHAPTER III 
OVERVIEW OF METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
What are the methods and techniques for 
facilitating in - service teacher growth in the area 
of audio - visual materials and equipment? 
Some of the methods and techniques are: -
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Audio - Visual Education Committees 
Audio - Visual Workshops 
Bulletins and Handbooks 
Catalogs of Materials 
Conferences 
Correlation of Materials with Curriculum 
Guides 
7. Demonstrations 
8. Evaluation and Utilization Skills 
9. Extension Courses 
10. In - Service Courses 
a. Demonstrations Concerning Audio - Visual 
Education Techniques 
b. Operation of Equipment 
12 
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c. Teacher-Produced Audio - Visual 
Materials 
d. Utilization of Materials 
ll. Inter and Intra - School Visitations 
12. Non-credit Classes and Training Sessions 
13. Organization and Development of an 
Instructional Materials Center 
14. Orientation Meetings with New Teachers 
15. Preview and Audition Committees 
16. Staff Meetings 
17. Teacher Guides and Correlations 
18. Work with Individual Teachers and 
Prospective Teachers. 
In an in - service education programJ the methods 
and techniques can readily be classified under two major 
headingsi -
l. Formal In - Service Methods and TechniquesJ 
and 
2. Informal In - Service Methods and Techniques. 
Practical applications of formal and informal 
in - service methods and techniques will be considered 
in the next two chapters. 
i 
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-CHAPTER IV 
FORMAL IN - SERVICE METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL WORKSHOPS 
For several years, workshops for elementary-
school teachers have been conducted during "Labor Day 
Week". 
Before schools closed in June of each year, the 
teachers interested in the audio - visual workshop have 
been asked to indicate the specific problems and areas 
they would like to have discussed, demonstrated, etc. 
The responses, one year, listed the following 
specific problems, areas for discussion, demonstrations, 
etc.: 
l. Any areas to discuss or demonstrate will 
be 0. K. 
2. Assistance in selecting free materials 
a. Catalogs 
b. Display 
c. Opportunity to select material. 
3. Available materials. 
4. Better knowledge of moving-picture machine. 
5. Catalog of materials. 
14 
L 
6. Demonstration of tachistoscopic training~ 
and materials for remedial reading. 
7. Demonstrations of tape recordings on different 
levels. 
8. Demonstrations on making slides (3 l/4" x 4"). 
9. Display of pictures available. 
10. Hand out list of every type of aid available. 
ll. How to operate all the audio visuals 
available in the system. 
12. How to splice. 
13. Look over available equipment. 
14. Making audio - visual aids to be used with 
mentally-retarded children. 
15. Preparation of a bulletin on field trips. 
(The following outline was included with 
this i tern): 
Preparation of a bulletin on "Field Trips": 
l. Kinds 
a. Educational value 
b. Picnic type~ etc. 
2. "Briefing" previous to trip 
a. Orientation 
b. Health and Safety rules 
c. Museum manners 
..... •• d<"" • '. - •. 
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3. Cost 
a. Transportation 
b. Admissions 
c. Food 
d. Souvenirs 
4. Evaluation of trip 
a. Aesthetic value 
b. Educational value 
c. Recreational value, etc., etc. 
16. Samples of free materials. 
17. Speak on aids; demonstrate ones little used. 
The general introduction to the workshop was 
concerned with practical suggestions for using auditory, 
visual, and audio - visual materials. 
The advantages and limitations of various types 
of equipment always preceded the demonstration of the 
equipment and materials. The demonstrations included: 
filmstrip projector, with 2" x 2" slide changer; 
Speed - i - o - Scope shutter, (tachistoscope); opaque 
projector; and, overhead projector, with flashmeter 
shutter, (tachistoscope). 
Opportunity was provided for small groups to work 
with various pieces of equipment. Three 16 millimeter 
sound projectors; three filmstrip projectors~ one for 
filmstrips, one with 2 11 x 2 11 slide changer, and the 
third with Speed - i - o - Scope attachment, 
(tachistoscopic device); an opaque projector; two tape 
recorders; and, the overhead projector, with flashmeter, 
(tachistoscope)~ were set up to provide teachers practice 
in operation of equipment. 
Materials were provided for the various pieces 
of equipment, and teachers came in early~ and stayed 
after the close of the session, to practice operating 
the different types of equipment. Several of the 
teachers served as group leaders. 
A considerable amount of free materials, such as 
!i charts, posters, booklets~ etc.~ were provided for the 
teachers, and references supplied for others. 
Each of the teachers who has attended an Audio -
~ :; 
' Visual Workshop has appeared well satisfied with the 
~' total program. 
Members have volunteered to serve as co-ordinators 
for their buildings. Others have volunteered to serve 
on a committee to consider issuing an audio - visual 
bulletin. 
Several spent the greater part of a "day off 
because of voting" at the Audio - Visual Center in a 
17 
• follow-up. Others spent several of their "Thursday-
afternoons off" in a similar follow-up. 
In January of the same school year, a "Follow-
up Meeting" for the audio - visual group was held as a 
part of the District Meetings Program. 
The Audio - Visual Workshop may be planned on a 
system-wide, individual-building, or school-district 
basis, depending somewhat on the physical set-up of the 
school system. 
B. EXTENSION COURSES 
Many colleges and universities provide 
opportunity for college-level work 11 off campus 11 • Many 
teachers prefer this type of course, especially if they 
are working on degree programs. 
The following is a brief description of an 
extension course instituted several years ago by the 
Oregon State System of Higher Education.l 
The extension course was organized as a 
combined - workshop - correspondence study 
program. Under this plan, a corps of experts 
in audio - visual materials journeyed 
1Herbert Hite, Supervision and In-Service 
Education (Charles Francis Schuller, editor, The 
School Administrator and His Audio - Visual Program, 
Washington, D. C.: Department of Audio- Visual 
Education, 1954), pp. 170 - 171. 
18 
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to the county or school district 
participating. For one or more days, 
all teachers of the area attended an 
intensive workshop, participating in 
discussion, viewing demonstrations, 
learning to operate equipment, and 
learning to produce simple materials 
such as lantern slides. 
Those teachers who wished to take 
college credit for the course registered 
at the time. Left with each of these, 
were instructions for three projects 
which were to be completed in the regular 
performance of teaching duties. The 
projects were: (a) To plan for and to 
take a field trip, using techniques 
learned from the workshop and subsequent 
reading, and to report in detail upon the 
trip, including an evaluation of the plans 
and results; (b) The same procedure for the 
use of motion picture; and, (c) To outline 
the course of study for a large unit of 
work, showing what specific teaching aids 
were to be used and the reasons for using 
them. 
It was soon found that it was advisable 
for the instructor in charge of the class 
to make follow-up trips to the area to 
meet with the teachers. The correspondence 
phase was later dropped and from three to 
eight follow-up meetings were substituted. 
These follow-up meetings include review 
of the complete projects, further instruction 
in methods, operation of equipment, and so on.2 
2Herbert Rite, Supervision and In-Service 
Education (Charles Francis Schuller, editor, The 
School Administrator and His Audio - Visual Program, 
Washington, D. C.: Department of Audio- Visual 
Education, 1954), pp. 170 - 171 . 
19 
C. IN - SERVICE COURSES 
The proper utilization of audio - visual 
instructional materials requires skill. Perhaps by 
their very nature~ they require greater skill than do 
some other methods and materials. 
The purpose of these courses~ planned for in -
service teacher education, is to show the values and 
functions of audio - visual instructional materials: 
what they are; where they may be obtained; how to make 
some of them; and, their intelligent utilization. 
The following are comprehensive outlines of the 
in - service, audio - visual courses which have proved 
worthwhile in one school system. 
Each course has been approved by the School 
Committee for two points of professional credit within 
the school system. 
UNIT I -
UNIT II -
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
AUDIO - VISUAL EQUIPMENT 
DEMONSTRATIONS - DISCUSSIONS 
CONCERNING AUDIO - VISUAL 
TECHNIQUES 
UNIT III - UTILIZATION OF MATERIALS 
UNIT IV - TEACHER-PRODUCED AUDIO - VISUAL 
MATERIALS 
20 
c . 
UNIT V - AUDIO - VISUAL STUDY GROUP TO 
CATALOG MATERIALS ACCORDING TO 
SUBJECT AREAS AND GRADE LEVELS 
21 
UNIT I - OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF AUDIO - VISUAL 
EQUIPMENT - (2 Professional Credits). 
There are fifteen required items: 
l. Learning to inspect and splice a 16 ~illimeter 
film. 
2. Learning to splice magnetic tape. 
3. Learning to operate a filmstrip projector. 
4. Learning to operate a filmstrip projector, 
with micro -beam, (micro-projector). 
5. Learning to operate a filmstrip projector, 
with Speed - i - o -Scope, (tachistoscope). 
6. Learning to operate an overhead projector, 
with Flashmeter Shutter, (tachistoscope). 
7. Learning to operate an overhead projector, 
(Vu-graph). 
8. Learning to operate a projector for 2rr x 2rr 
slides. 
9. Learning to operate a projector for 3 l/4 11 x 4rr 
glass slides. 
10. Learning to operate a record player. 
ll. Learning to operate a 16 millimeter sound 
projector. 
12. Learning to operate a tape recorder. 
22 
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13. Using a micro - projector. 
14. Using an opaque projector. 
15. Using a telebinocular. 
All work must be completed within a school 
year. 
> ' • ' 
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF AUDIO - VISUAL EQUIPMENT 
References: 
Brown) James w.J and Richard B. Lewis) editors) 
A/V Instruction Materials Manual) (San JoseJ 
California: Spartan Book Store) 1957)J 
pp. 137 - 178. 
De Kieffer) Robert) and Lee Cochran) Manual of 
Audio - Visual Techniques) (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall) Inc.J 1955)J 
pp. 85 - 188. 
Objectives: 
1. To learn about the advantages and limitations 
of the various types of equipment. 
2. To learn to operate each of the various types 
of projectors. 
3. To learn simple maintenance to protect materials 
and prolong the usefulness of the equipment. 
Procedures: 
1. Learn by doing. 
2. Provisions will be made to have several units 
of equipment always available for practice. Equipment 
will be available for at least one weekJ Monday through 
Friday. Types of equipment will be rotated, so there will 
25 
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be new types available each week. 
3. Audio - visual materials and techniques will 
be used by the in - service instructor. 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
EQUIPMENT 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Facts About Film. Ten minutes~ Sound~ Black and White. 
Chicago~ Illinois: International Film Bureau~ 
1948. 
Shows the harmful effects on 16 millimeter film 
of improper projector cleaning~ film threading~ 
film rewinding~ and placement of films in cans. 
Points out the physical qualities of the 16 
millimeter film which makes it susceptible to 
damage~ and demonstrates the ways that the film 
may be protected. 
Facts About Projection. Eleven minutes~ Sound, Black 
and White. Chicago, Illinois: International Film 
Bureau~ 1950. 
Stresses proper preparation~ in advance of the 
showing~ of 16 millimeter films. The need for 
setting up the projector~ and testing it before 
the viewers arrive~ are emphasized. Other 
suggestions for better projection are offered. 
Operational routines for starting and ending the 
showing are included. 
Operation and Care of the Ampro 16 MM Sound Projector. 
Twenty-one minutes~ Sound, Black and White. 
Chicago~ Illinois: International Film Bureau~ 
1954. 
Instructions on how to operate and maintain this 
motion-picture projector are given. 
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Operation and Care of the Ampro Super Stylist Projector. 
Twenty-one minutes, Sound, Black and White. Chicago, 
Illinois: International Film Bureau, 1956. 
Demonstrates the proper setting up of the projector 
and speaker system, the correct method of threading 
the machine, projection techniques, and procedures 
for packing the equipment. Emphasizes the importance 
of regular cleaning and proper maintenance. 
Operation and Care of RCA-400 16 MM Sound Projector. 
Eighteen minutes, Sound, Black and White. Chicago, 
Illinois: International Film Bureau, 1954. 
Instructions on how to operate and maintain this 
motion-picture projector are given. 
Operation and Care of the Bell and Howell Sound Projector. 
Twenty-one minutes, Sound, Black and White. Chicago, 
Illinois: International Film Bureau, 1951. 
Shows how to thread and operate Bell and Howell 
projectors. Also gives information on machine 
maintenance. Filmosound models 179 and 185 are 
used. 
Operation and Care of the DeVry - Lite Sound Projector. 
Eighteen minutes, Sound, Black and White. Chicago, 
Illinois: International Film Bureau, 1953. 
How to set up, thread, and operate the DeVry 16 
millimeter sound projector are demonstrated. 
Stresses the importance of regular cleaning of 
film path, and shows how to replace expendable 
parts, such as lamps, fuses, and tubes. 
Operation and Care of the Victor 16 MM Sound Projector. 
Eleven minutes, Sound, Black and White. Chicago: 
Illinoist International Film Bureau, 1954. 
Illustrates the set-up, threading, operation, 
cleaning, and lubrication of this motion-picture 
projector. 
Overhead Projector. Sixteen minutes, Sound, Black 
and White. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University, 
1953. 
Shows the fundamental purposes and uses of the 
10-by-10 inch overhead projector, and the methods 
of producing transparencies for this equipment. 
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Filmstrips: 
Film Inspection. Fifty-three FramesJ Black and White. 
Pullman, Washington: Washington State College, 
1954. 
Describes the 16 millimeter film inspection 
standardsJ and procedures used at the Audio 
Visual CenterJ Washington State College. 
Routine Checking of A - V Equipment. Forty-six FramesJ 
Black and White. Pullman, Washington: Washington 
State CollegeJ 1954. 
Shows routine steps proposed as a standardized 
procedure for checking common types of school 
audio - visual equipment between uses. 
B. BULLETINS 
Allison, Mary L.J EFLA Redbook of Audio -Visual 
Equipment. New York: Educational Film Library 
AssociationJ 1953. 256 pp. 1955 supplementJ 74 pp. 
Explains operation and care of major types of 
equipment. Illustrated with diagrams and 
photographs. Combined with 1955 supplement. 
Audio - Visual Equipment DirectoryJ The. Fifth edition; 
FairfaxJ Virginia: National Audio - Visual 
AssociationJ 1959. 240 pp. 
Complete information on all models of audio - visual 
tools now current. Easy-to-use guideJ complete 
description, and photographs. 
AVEA Buyers' Guide. Los Angeles, California: Audio -
Visual Education Associates of California, 1956. 
40 pp. 
Sources of audio - visual equipmentJ materialsJ 
servicesJ and supplies. 
De BernardisJ AmoJ The Audio -Visual Projectionists' 
Handbook. Revised edition; Chicago, Illinois: 
Business Screen, 1950. 40 pp. 
Contains detailed directions for operating many 
types of projectors of motion and still pictures. 
Threading charts constitute a major portion of 
the manual. 
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De Kieffer, Robert, and Lee Cochran, Manual of Audio -
Visual Techniques. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954. pp. 85 - 95. 
Finn, James D., Audio -Visual Equipment Manual. New 
York: Dryden Press, Inc., 1957. 386 pp. 
A guide to the operation and maintenance of all 
types, makes, and models of equipment. Illustrated. 
Hagan, Mildred c., A Guide for Teaching Audio -Visual 
Operators 1 Classes. National City, California: 
National City Junior High School, 1954. 98 pp. 
Holland, Ben F., Horace C. Hartsell, and Raymond L. 
Davidson, Audio - Visual Materials and Devices. 
Lubbock, Texas: Rodgers Litho, 1958. 157 pp. 
Mannino, Philip, ABC 1 S of Visual Aids and Projectionist 1 s 
Manual. Revised edition; Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania 
State College, Audio - Visual Aids Library, 1953. 
114 pp. 
C. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Irving, Reid, nThe Case of the 10 -Thumbed Teacher 11 , 
Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XVII, January, 1951. 
p. 21. 
Discusses the necessity for the care and proper 
use of equipment. 
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UNIT II - DEMONSTRATIONS - DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING 
AUDIO - VISUAL TECHNIQUES - (2 Professional 
Credits). 
There will be tenJ one and one-half hour sessions. 
The lessons will be based on the wishes of the groupJ as 
much as possible. 
Each of the basic references: 
BrownJ James W.J and Richard B. LewisJ editorsJ 
A/V Instructional Materials ManualJ (San JoseJ 
California: Spartan Book StoreJ l957)J 
191 pp. J and 
De Kieffer, RobertJ and Lee W. CochranJ Manual of 
Audio - Visual Techniques, (Englewood CliffsJ 
New Jersey: Prentice-HallJ Inc.J 1955)J 
220 pp. J 
contains an excellent selected bibliography. 
Audio - visual materials will be utilized to 
demonstrate audio - visual techniques. 
There are two requirements connected with the 
course: 
A. Utilizing an AudioJ- VisualJ- or Audio-Visual 
Instructional Material; and, 
B. Producing and Using AudioJ-VisualJ- or Audio-
; Visual Instructional Materials. ~ i 
Detailed instructions follow. 
All work must be completed within the school 
year. 
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A. UTILIZING AN AUDIO, VISUAL, OR AUDIO - VISUAL 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL 
References: 
Brown~ James w.~ and Richard B. Lewis~ editors~ 
A/V Instructional Materials Manual~ (San Jose~ 
California: Spartan Book Store~ 1957)~ 
191 pp. 
De Kieffer, Robert~ and Lee W. Cochran, Manual of 
Audio - Visual Techniques~ (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall~ Inc.~ 1955)~ 
220 pp. 
Objectives: 
l. To become aware of the proper utilization of 
audio~ visual~ and audio - visual instructional materials. 
Procedures: 
l. Choose one project from either of the basic 
references that you can use as a lesson with your class. 
2. Base the lesson on the course of study. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(l) Preparation of pupils for the audio~ 
visual~ or audio - visual instructional 
material. 
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• (2) Presentation of the instructional 
material. 
(3) Follow-up with discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in - service instructor can 
be present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
B. PRODUCING AND USING AUDIO, VISUAL, OR AUDIO - VISUAL 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
References: 
Brown, James W., and Richard B. Lewis, editors, 
A/V Instructional Materials Manual, (San Jose, 
California; Spartan Book Store, 1957), · 
191 pp. 
De Kieffer, Robert, and Lee W. Cochran, Manual of 
Audio - Visual Techniques, (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), 
220 pp. 
Objectives: 
1. To become aware of the teaching value of 
teacher-produced audio, visual, or audio - visual 
instructional materials. 
Procedures: 
1. Choose one project from either of the basic 
references that you can make and use as an instructional 
aid with your class. 
2. Base the lesson on the course of study. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
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• (1) Preparation of pupils for the audio~ 
visual~ or audio - visual instructional 
material. 
(2) Presentation of the instructional 
material. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan will 
actually be used so the in - service instructor can be 
present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
:I 
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UNIT III - UTILIZATION OF MATERIALS - (2 Professional 
Credits). 
This course has nineteen elective items, with a 
certain credit value assigned to each item. The credit 
value of each elective item is recorded on each of the 
lesson sheets which follow. 
The nineteen items have a total credit value of 
eighty points. Teachers may choose from these various 
items any combinations they prefer, for a total credit 
value of thirty points. Two professional credits are 
given each teacher upon meeting the requirements of 
the course. 
All work must be completed within the school 
year. 
1. Arrange a Student Broadcasting Program. 
2. Chalkboard Techniques. 
3. Demonstrations as a Teaching Technique. 
4. Dramatics as a Teaching Technique. 
5. Planning and Making a Field Trip. 
6. Teaching With a Filmstrip. 
7. Teaching With a Sound Filmstrip. 
8. Teaching With a Tape Recorder. 
9. Teaching With Flat Pictures • 
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10. Teaching With Glass Slides, (3 1/4" x 4"). 
11. Teaching With Objects, Specimens, and Models. 
12. Teaching With Radio. 
13. Teaching With Recordings and Transcriptions. 
14. Teaching With the Aid of Motion Pictures. 
15. Using a Micro - Projector. 
16. Using an Opaque Projector. 
17. Using Stereographs as Teaching Aids. 
18. Using the Tachistoscope. 
19. Using the Telebinocular. 
Additional items will be added to the course as 
the need arises. 
=e==--=::::::#=·=.0-=========··--===-"============- --···· ·--·=====· -·-. 
ARRANGING A STUDENT BROADCASTING PROGRAM 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 469 - 471. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
pp. 276 - 280. 
Objectives: 
l, To become aware of the functions of student 
broadcasting and the values contained therein. 
2. Preparation of script for student-produced 
radio program. 
Procedures: 
l. Select material from the course of study 
which is suitable for student broadcasting. 
2. Plan a lesson which requires the development 
of a student-broadcasting program. 
3. Prepare a lesson plan that will include these 
three steps: 
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4. 
(l) 
(2) 
Preparation of the class. 
Presentation of the program. 
(3) Follow-up with discussion. 
Arrange the time of the lesson so the in -
service instructor can be present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
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CHALKBOARD TECHNIQUES 
Credit: 4 points 
References; 
Sands, Lester B., Audio - Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 144- 157. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials.: Their Nature and 
Use,{New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
pp. 48 - 70. 
Objectives: 
l. To emphasize the fact that there are 
excellent teaching materials all about us. 
2. To recognize the educative value of the 
chalkboard. 
3. To develop efficient ways of using the 
chalkboard. 
Procedures: 
l. Plan a lesson in which the chalkboard will 
be utilized. 
2. Base the lesson on the course of study. 
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3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(1) Preparation of pupils for the 
material. 
(2) Presentation of material. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in-service instructor can 
be present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
·I 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
CHALKBOARD TECHNIQUES 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Chalkboard Utilization. Fifteen minutes, Sound, Black 
and White. New York: Young America Films, Inc., 
1954. I; 
Shows how the teacher can add interest to the teaching 
situation with variety, surprise, and good timing in 
chalkboard use. Includes stick figures and various 
methods of transferring drawings to the chalkboard. 
Filmstrips: 
Improving the Use of the Chalkboard. Forty-four Frames 
with Captions and Title Frames, Color. In-Service 
Teacher Education Series; Columbus, Ohio: The 
Ohio State University Teaching Aids Laboratory, 
1956. 
Photographs and art work illustrate ways for teachers 
in in-service to improve the use of chalkboards. 
Making Your Chalk Teach. Forty-seven Frames. Detroit, 
Michigan: Wayne University, Audio - Visual Materials, 
Consultation Bureau, 1951. 
Illustrates a number of basic and secondary uses of 
the chalkboard, or blackboard, as well as principles 
of its use. 
B. BOOKS 
Dale, Edgar, Audio - Visual Materials in Teaching. 
Revised edition; New York: Dryden Press, 1954. 
pp. 149 - 151, 310 - 314. 
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East, Marjorie, Display for Learning. New York: Dryden 
Press, 1952. pp. 198 - 209. 
Haas, Kenneth B., and Harry Q. Packer, Preparation and 
Use of Audio - Visual Aids. Second edition; New 
York: Prentice-Hall, 1950. pp. 133 - 138. 
Kinder, James S., Audio -Visual Materials and Techniques. 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. pp. 75 - 82. 
Weaver, Gilbert C., and Elroy W. Bollinger, Visual Aids: 
Their Construction and Use. New York: Van Nostrand, 
1949. pp. 30 - 47. 
C. BULLETINS 
Gibbony, Hazel L., Improving the Use of the Chalkboard. 
Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio University Teaching Aids 
Laboratory, 1956. 5 pp. 
How to Use the Chalkboard: A Guide for Teachers and 
Students. Chicago Heights, Illinois: Weber Costello 
Company, 1949. 
Mullen, W. F., The A-B-C's of Chalkboard Selection, Use, 
and Care. Pen Argyle, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania 
State Producers' Guide, Inc., 1953. 
D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Duker, Sam, 11 Making the Most of the Chalkboard 11 , Social 
Education, Volume XX, January, 1956. pp. 21 - 22. 
Grassell, E. Milton, 11 Chalk and Chalkboards 11 , Teaching 
Tools, Volume V, Number 2, Spring, 1958. 
pp. 72 - 73, 89. 
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DEMONSTRATIONS AS A TEACHING TECHNIQUE 
Credit: 4 points 
Referencest 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, {New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 9, 18, 174 - 184. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller, Audio - Visual Materials, Their 
Nature and Use, (second editionj New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 64, 527, 
537. 
Objectives: 
1. To realize the advantages of lecture -
demonstrations as a teaching technique. 
Procedures: 
1. Plan a lesson in which a demonstration will 
be used. 
2. Base the lesson on the course of study. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(1) Preparation of pupils for the 
demonstration. 
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(2) Demonstration. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan will 
actually be used so the in-service instructor can be 
present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor. 
' ;t 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
DEMONSTRATIONS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Filmstrips: 
Demonstration: A Teaching Technique. Thirty-eight 
Frames_, Black and White. Detroit, Michigan: Wayne 
University, 1952. 
B. BOOKS 
Weaver, Gilbert G., and Elroy W. Bollinger, Visual 
Aids - Their Construction and Use. New York: 
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc._, 1949. pp. 28 - 30. 
,, 
DRAMATICS AS A TEACHING TECHNIQUE 
Credit: 5 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 128 - 143. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller, Audio - Visual Materials: Their 
Nature and Use, {second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 305 - 306, 
312 - 314, 320, 473 - 474, 476 - 478. 
Objectives: 
l. To realize that dramatization covers a wide 
field, ranging from spontaneous play to formal,organized 
drama. 
2. To realize that the final presentation is an 
audio - visual program, both for those giving and those 
watching. 
:! 
, Procedures: 
H 
,, 
l. Choose some area of your course of study in 
which dramatic expression will add realism. 
2. Plan a lesson in which dramatic expression 
will be used. 
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3. The lesson plan should include the following 
three steps: 
expression. 
(1) Preparation of pupils for dramatic 
(2) Dramatic expression by pupils. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in-service instructor can 
be present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor • 
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A. BOOKS 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
DRAMATIZATIONS 
Lease~ Ruth~ and·G. B. Siks, Creative Dramatics in 
Horne, School~ and Community. New York: Harper 
and Brothers~ 1952. 306 pp. 
Describes the place of creative dramatics in 
horne, school, and community. The imaginative 
abilities of children are stressed. 
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PLANNING AND MAKING A FIELD TRIP 
Credit: 5 points 
References: 
Sands~ Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, {New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 52 - 89. 
Wittich~ Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller, Audio - Visual Materials, Their 
Nature and Use, (second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 244 - 269. 
Objectives: 
1. To recognize the educational value of a 
field trip. 
2. To become aware of the teaching skill needed 
in planning for the field trip, directing it, and 
supervising follow-up activities. 
Procedures: 
1. The work of the teacher in connection with 
a field trip may be summarized into the following four 
steps: 
(1) Preliminary planning by the teacher. 
(2) Preliminary planning by pupils of the 
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class. 
(3) Supervising the trip, and 
(4) Follow-up activities. 
2. Select a trip that will be connected with a 
classroom lesson. 
3. Plan the details of the trip, and make a 
report of it that will cover the objectives, time, 
expense, safety, supervision, routes, and transportation. 
4, With the co-operation of the instructor, · 
carry out the arrangements. 
5. After making the trip, evaluate it by 
answering the following questions. Submit evaluation 
report to in-service instructor. 
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EVALUATION OF A FIELD TRIP 
School: Date: 
Grade or Class: Number in Class: 
Place Visited: Adults: 
Time of Visit: Teacher: 
l. Was the time sufficient for the trip? 
If too longJ how much? 
2. Was the group of about the proper size? 
If too large) how much? 
3. Was the transportation) or the route 
taken) satisfactory? 
4. Was the individual or group expense 
about right? 
5. Did the group see what it went to see? 
If notJ specify. 
6. Did the group see enough so that what 
it saw was worthwhile? 
7. In general) was the group interested 
and attentive? 
Boston Un1vers1t1 
School of Education 
Library 
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8. Were any pupils disappointed with 
the trip? 
9. Were there any avoidable delays, or 
waste of time? 
10. Was the guide satisfactory? 
If not, specify. 
11. Was the general conduct of the group 
satisfactory? 
12. Was the trip correlated satisfactorily? 
13. What were the most satisfactory things 
about the trip? 
14. What were the most unsatisfactory 
things about the trip? 
15. If you were repeating the trip, what 
changes would you make? 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
FIELD TRIPS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Outside School Walls. Fifteen minutes~ Sound~ Black 
and White. Upper Montclair~ New Jersey: New 
Tools Learning Bureau~ State Teachers' College~ 
1950. 
A junior high-school class visits the headquarters 
of the United Nations. Intended to show teachers 
the technique of conducting a field trip. 
Planning The Museum Field Trip. Nine minutes~ Sound~ 
Black and White. California: University of 
Southern California~ 1952. 
Filmstrips: 
Bringing the Community to the Classroom. Forty-five 
Frames with Captions~ Black and White. Detroit~ 
Michigan: Wayne University~ 1952. 
Shows the many ways in which one teacher calls 
upon the community to teach a specific unit of 
work. Also illustrates how other teachers in 
various curriculum areas may bring community 
resources to the school~ so that instruction 
may be of maximum effectiveness. Intended for 
use primarily with pre-service and in-service 
teachers. 
Democracy in Action. Thirty-six Frames with Captions~ 
Black and White. VEC~ Inc.~ 1955. 
Designed for faculty use. A companion filmstrip~ 
How to Organize a Field Trip~ is for student use. 
As the culmination of a unit in social studies~ 
a seventh-grade class visits Washington~ D. C. 
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• The teacher's motivation of the trip~ her 
encouraging the children to plan what they want 
to see~ the children's discussions with parents 
and resource people~ constitute the first 
educational outcome~ democratic planning. 
Others are: travel experiences; historical 
and geographical background; co-operative group 
living; and~ stimulation of new interests and 
activities. Includes ten hints to the teacher 
in making field trips successful. 
How to Organize a Field Trip. Thirty Frames with 
Captions~ Black and White. VEC, Inc.~ 1955. 
Designed for use by students. A companion 
filmstrip~ Democracy in Action~ is for faculty 
use. 
Photographs of seventh-grade social studies class 
sharing with other students its experiences in 
planning a trip to Washington~ D. C., to study 
the government at first hand. The class wrote 
to various federal offices~ and with the teacher's 
help, outlined a program including the Declaration 
of Independence~ the Supreme Court, Arlington 
National Cemetery~ and talks with State 
Representatives. 
How We Find Out. Forty-five Frames with Captions~ 
Black and White. Detroit, Michigan: Wayne 
University~ 1954. 
Shows how and where to find information by using 
school and community resources. Illustrates how 
pupils in the upper elementary and junior-high 
grades may do simple research projects. 
Making Field Trips Effective. Forty-six Frames, Black 
and White. Detroit~ Michigan: Wayne University~ 
1952. 
B. BOOKS 
Dale, Edgar~ Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. Revised 
edition; New York: The Dryden Press, 1954. 
pp. 156 - 171~ 238~ 249 - 250~ 405~ 411 - 412~ 456~ 
458 - 459. 
Kinder, James S., Audio -Visual Materials and Techniques. 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. pp. 384 - 405. 
Kinder, James S., and F. Dean McClusky, editors, The 
Audio - Visual Reader. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. 
Brown Company, 1954. 
pp. 61 - 65, 165 ._ 167, 194. 
McClusky, F. Dean, Audio - Visual Teaching Techniques. 
Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Company, 1949. 
pp. 67, 73 - 74. 
McKown, Harry C., and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio -Visual 
Aids to Instruction. Revised edition; New York: 
McGraw - Hill Book Company, 1949. pp. 246 - 278. 
Weaver, Gilbert C., and Elroy W. Bollinger, Visual Aids: 
Their Construction and Use. New York: Van Nostrand, 
1949. pp. 55 - 60. 
Wesley, Edgar Bruce, and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social 
Studies in Elementary S,chools. Revised Edition; 
Boston, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath Company, 1952. 
pp. 382 - 398. 
Many helpful suggestions, and additional references. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and Use. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953. pp, 231-252. 
C. BULLETINS 
Bye, Edgar C., How To Conduct A Field Trip .. Washington, 
D. C.: National Council for the Social Studies, 1952. 
How To Conduct a Field Trip. New York: National 
Association of Manufacturers, 1954. 
Hurd, Paul D. H., Let's Take a Field Trip. Washington, 
D. C.: National Science Teachers' Association, 1956. 
Johnson, Donovan A., Dirk Ten Brinke, and Lauren G. 
Woodby, How To Use Field Trips in Mathematics. How 
To Do It Series, Number 1; Washington, D. C.: 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1956. 
8 pp. 
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TEACHING WITH FILMSTRIPS 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands~ Lester B.~ Audio - Visual Procedures in 
Teaching~ (New York: Ronald Press~ 1956)~ 
pp. 288 - 306. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller~ Audio - Visual Materials~ Their 
Nature and Use~ (second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers~ 1957}~ pp. 324 - 343. 
Objectives: 
1. To recognize the place of filmstrips among 
audio - visual materials. 
2. To become aware of effective teaching 
techniques in using still projection. 
Procedures: 
1. Select a filmstrip that will be appropriate 
to use for one of your lessons. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of this filmstrip. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(1) Preparation of pupils for the filmstrip. 
• 
• 
i 
• 
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(2) Presentation of filmstrip. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. The lesson should be part of the course of 
study. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in-service instructor can be 
present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor • 
I' 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
TEACHING WITH FILMSTRIPS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Filmstrips: 
Enriching The Curriculum With Filmstrips. Sixty Frames, 
Silent with Captions. Chicago, Illinois: Society 
For Visual Education, 1~52. 
Covers three areas: (l} The outcomes of Audio -
Visual Aids which contribute to a pupil's success 
in school; (2) Why the filmstrip is an outstanding 
tool in the field of Audio - Visual aids; and, (3) The criteria for evaluating the quality and 
usefulness of filmstrips in the curriculum. 
Slide Film in Teaching. Forty-six Frames, Silent with 
Captions, Black and White. Young America, 1952. 
Explains the nature and purpose of the slidefilm, 
its applications and techniques of use in education. 
Teachers Consider Filmstrips. Twenty-seven Frames with 
Captions. Eyegate, 1950. 
Designed and produced to help the teacher make the 
most effective use of filmstrips. Suggests many 
facets for exploration by the enterpr.ising teacher. 
Teaching With A Filmstrip. Fifty-nine Frames, Silent 
with Captions, Black and White. Chicago, Illinois: 
Society for Visual Education, 1953. 
Designed for use with teacher groups. Shows the 
main steps of a lesson in which a filmstrip is used. 
Includes the purpose of the lesson, selection of 
materials, the lesson plan, the presentation, follow-
up activities, and testing procedures. 
Tips On Slide Films. 
Black and White. 
Shows how to use 
projectors, care 
Ninety-two Frames with Captions, 
Jam Handy Organization, 1941. 
various types of slidefilm 
of the projector and trouble 
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shooting, how to arrange the room for a most 
effective showing, and what preparations to make 
before the class assembles. Also shows how slide-
films in the classroom aid the instructor to use 
several of the basic principles of teaching, such 
as complete visualization, progressive disclosure, 
and controlled discussion. 
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TEACHING WITH THE SOUND FILMSTRIP 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 295, 443. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
pp. 328 - 329. 
Objectives: 
1. To realize the possibilities of' sound 
filmstrips as instructional materials. 
2. To become familiar with effective teaching 
techniques of' sound filmstrips. 
Procedures: 
1. Select filmstrip that has recorded sound 
accompaniment. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the 
use of' this sound filmstrip. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
I 
I• 
! 
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filmstrip • 
(l) Preparation of pupils for the sound 
(2) Presentation of sound filmstrip. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. This lesson should be a part of the course 
of study. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in - service instructor can be 
present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor . 
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TEACHING WITH TAPE RECORDERS 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
PP· 435 - 454. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
pp. 30 - 321. 
Objectives: 
l. To realize the possible and practical uses 
of recording equipment. 
Procedures: 
l. Plan a lesson in which a tape recorder will 
be used. 
2. Correlate the recording with material in the 
course of study. 
3. The lesson plan should incorporate these 
three steps: 
(l) Preparation of pupils for the making 
of the recording. 
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(2) Making of recording. 
(3) Play-back, and follow-up with class 
discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in - service instructor can be 
present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Tape Recording for Instruction. Fifteen minutesJ SoundJ 
Black and White. BloomingtonJ Indiana: Indiana 
University, 1956. 
Describes the basic principles and techniques of 
making good tape recordings, and suggests various 
methods of utilizing these recordings in 
instructional situations. 
Filmstrips: 
Increasing the Effectiveness of Teaching with Tape 
Recordings. Ten minutes, Sound_, Black and White. 
St. Paul, Minnesota: Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing Company_, 1952. 
Disc Recording: 33 1/3 R. P. M. and 78 R. P. M. 
Shows various uses of tape recordings by teachers. 
Free booklet_, "Tape Recording in the Classroom", 
is also available. 
B. BULLETINS 
Leslie, Louis A.J Tape Recording in Business Education: 
A New and Basic Teaching Aid. St. PaulJ Minnesota: 
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, 1953. 
67 pp. 
A practical handbook of utilization practices. 
National Tave Recording Catalogue. Washington, D. C.: 
National Education Association_, Department of 
Audio - Visual Instruction, 1954. 32 pp. 
This compilation was produced by a joint committee 
of DAVI, and the Association for Education by 
Radio - Television_, and Kent State University_, 
Ohio. Recordings are listed under sixteen main 
headings. Sources are given. 
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The Teacher Talks About Sound Recording. New York: 
Audio Devices, Inc., 1953. 41 pp. 
A symposium of fifteen short practical articles 
on techniques of recording on tape, and suggestions 
for use in education. 
C. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Barleben, K. A., 11 Modern Tape Recorder in Education11 , 
Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XX, October, 1953. 
pp. 5 - 6. 
Discusses advantages of the tape recorder from 
the equipment point of view. 
Cookson, Frank B., 11 Tape and Teaching 11 , NEA Journal, 
Volume XXXIX, Number 5, May, 1950. p. 370. 
Describes the use of tape recorders in presenting 
supplementary drill material in various school 
subjects. 
From the A/V Coordinator's Notebook, 11 A Glossary of 
Tape -Recording Terms 11 , Audio -Visual Guide, 
Volume XXI, Number 7, March, 1955. pp. 21 - 23. 
Editor's Note: Copies of this glossary are 
available in mimeographed form, without charge. 
George, Frank, 11 The Tape Recorder: An Efficient 
Classroom Assistant 11 , Teachin§ Tools, Volume IV, 
Number 2, Spring, 1957. pp. 0 - 83. 
Gibson, Romain, 11 Can Tapes Teach? 11 , Educational Screen 
and Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XXXVII, Number 4, 
April, 1958. pp. 180 - 181. 
Goldberg, Edith B., 11 Tape Recording As a Teaching Tool'', 
Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XX, Number 9, May, 1954. 
p. 21. 
Hall, Ralph H., 11 Teaching With Tape 11 , Audio -Visual 
Instruction, Volume III, Number 2, February, 1958. 
Herrick, Merlyn, and Henry Rurark, Jr., 11 Tape For Top 
Listening Appeal 11 , Educational Screen and Audio -
Visual Guide, Volume XXXVI, Number 7, July, 1957. 
pp. 352 - 353. 
l 
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Huey, Goldie, "Around a Reel of Tape 11 , The Instructor, 
Volume LXIV, Number 5, January, 1955. p. 25. 
Suggests uses for the tape recorder in teaching 
primary and intermediate music, social studies, 
remedial reading, physical education, as a money-
maker for the P. T. A., or as an 11 ice-breaker 11 
at teen-age parties. 
Lewis, Richard B., uTape 1 Q1 Cues Tapes 11 , Educational 
Screen, Volume XXXII, September, 1953. p. 300. 
Gives method of marking tape between selections. 
Lists parts needed to construct. 
Marty, Fernand, "Language Laboratory Techniques 11 , 
Educational Screen, Volume XXXV, Number 2, 
February, 1956. pp. 52 - 53. 
How to get the most out of tape-recording 
equipment. 
Mathewson, Harris D., 11 A Portable Language Laboratoryu, 
Teaching Tools, Volume V, Number 2, Spring, 1958. 
pp. 70 - 71. 
Tape recorder with earphones simplifies language 
instruction. 
Pronovost, Wilbert, 11 You Can Help Improve Your Pupil's 
Voicesll, NEA Journal, Volume XLVII, Number 7, 
October, 1958. pp. 501 - 502. 
Shuman, R, Baird, 11 Adjectives on Tape 11 , Audio -Visual 
Guide, Volume XXI, Number 3, November, 1954. 
Winn, Vergal A., 11 Six Ways to Teach With Tape 11 , 
Teaching Tools, Volume II, Number 1, 1954. 
pp. 12 - 15. 
Lists the following six methods of using magnetic 
recordings in teaching: in the classroom; for 
interviews; with sound effects; for recording radio 
programs; in preparing radio broadcasts; and, for 
a tape library. 
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TEACHING WITH FLAT PICTURES 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands) Lester B.J Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching) (New York: Ronald Press) 1956)) 
pp. 234 - 254. 
Wittich) Walter ArnoJ and Charles Francis Schuller) 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
UseJ (New York: Harper and Brothers) l957)J 
pp. 72 - 104. 
Objectives: 
l. To appreciate the educational value of flat 
pictures. 
2. To become familiar with plans for the 
instructional use of flat pictures. 
Procedures: 
1. Select the flat pictures that will be 
appropriate to use for one of your lessons. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of these flat pictures. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
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(l) Preparation of pupils for the flat 
pictures. 
(2) Presentation of pictures. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. The lesson should be a part of the course of 
study. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in - service instructor can be 
present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
FLAT PICTURES 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Wet Mounting Pictorial Materials. Twenty-eight minutes_, 
Sound_, Black and White. Bloomington_, Indiana: 
Indiana University_, 1952. 
Demonstrates the step-by-step process of wet mounting 
materials on a cloth backing_, using wheat paste. 
Suggests appropriate subject matter areas_, and 
indicates several methods of displaying completed 
mountings. 
Filmstrips: 
How To Make a Picture Frame. Twenty-one Frames_, Silent_, 
With Title Frames_, Black and White. VEC_, Inc._, 
1956. 
Shows the materials needed to make picture frames_, 
and the step-by-step procedure to the finished 
frame. 
B. BOOKS 
Bartlett_, Mary M., 11 Early Stages of Picture Reading 11 _, 
Teaching With Pictures. Grand Rapids_, Michigan: 
Informative Classroom Picture Publishers_, 1959. 
pp. 8 - 10. 
Clark_, Ella_, 11 The Use of Still Pictures 11 _, Teaching With 
Pictures. Grand Rapids_, Michigan: Informative 
Classroom Picture Publishers_, 1949. pp. 5 - 7. 
Dale_, Edgar_, Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. 
Revised edition; New York: Dryden Press_, 1954. 
pp. 243 - 275. 
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East_, Marjorie_, and Edgar Dale_, Display For Learning. 
New York: Dryden Press_, 1952. pp. 54 - 78. 
Lee_, J. Murray_, and Dorris May Lee_, The Child and His 
Curriculum. New York: Appleton-Century-Croft_, Inc._, 
1950. pp. 274 - 277. 
Lemler, F. L._, "How to Read Pictures"_, Teaching With 
Pictures. Grand Rapids_, Michigan: Informative 
Classroom Picture Publishers, 1949. pp. 11 - 13. 
Lemler_, F. L._, "Pictures Aid in Vocabulary Growth"_, 
Teaching With Pictures. Grand Rapids_, Michigan: 
Informative Classroom Picture Publishers_, 1949. 
pp. 14 - 15. 
Storm_, Grace E._, "Social Studies"_, Teaching With 
Pictures. Grand Rapids_, Michigan: Informative 
Classroom Picture Publishers_, 1949. pp. 16 - 26. 
C. BULLETINS 
The Use and Care of Flat Picture Materials. Columbus_, 
Ohio: The Ohio State Teaching Aids Laboratory. 
D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Bloss, Elizabeth L._, "Focus on Flats"_, The Instructor_, 
Volume LXIV_, Number 5_, January_, 1955. p. 26. 
Discusses the selection and use of flat pictures 
in the primary and intermediate grades. 
Nicholas_, V. R._, "Dry Mount Technique"_, Educational 
Screen and Audio - Visual Guide_, Volume XXXVII_, 
Number 1_, p. 22. 
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TEACHING WITH GLASS SLIDES 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 325 - 342. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), i: 
pp. 345 - 348. 
Objectives: 
1. To recognize the place of slides among audio -
visual materials. 
2. To become aware of effective teaching 
techniques in using still projections. 
Procedures: 
l. Select slides that will be appropriate to 
use for one of your lessons. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the 
use of these slides. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
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(l) Preparation of pupils. 
(2) Presentation of the slides . 
• (3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4, Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in - service instructor 
can be present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor . 
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TEACHING WITH OBJECTS: SPECIMENS~ OR MODELS 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands_, Lester B._, ,Audio - Visual Procedures in 
Teaching_, (New York: Ronald Press_, 1956), 
pp. 72 - 75, 90 - 107. 
Wittich_, Walter Arno_, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957)_, 
pp. 214 - 223. 
Objectives: 
1. To become familiar with some of the objects, 
specimens, and models which are available as visual aids. 
2. To develop an understanding of the principles 
for the use of objects, specimens, and models. 
Procedures: 
1. Select objects, specimens_, and/or models to 
be used as visual aids. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of the object, specimen, and/or model. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
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(l) Preparation of pupils for the object, 
specimen, and/or model. 
(2) Presentation of object, specimen, and/or 
model. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. This lesson should be a part of the course of 
study. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan will 
be used so the in - service instructor can be present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MODELS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Filmstrips: 
Making Geographic Models. Fifty-five Frames, Color, 
with Supplementary Notes. Columbus, Ohio: The 
Ohio State Teaching Aids Laboratory, 1957. 
An analysis by color photographs of the simplest 
process of making acceptably accurate three-
dimensional maps from any map showing elevations. 
B. BULLETINS 
How To Build Terrain Models. Washington, D. C.: 
United States Government Printing Office; 
Prepared for the United States Office of 
Education by the United States Navy, Office 
of Research and Inventions, Navexos, P-296, 
1946. 
C. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Brumfield, Nina Oliver, nModels for Mathn, Audio -
Visual Instruction, Volume III, Number 8, 
November, 1958. pp. 235 - 239. 
Gibson, Arthur R., nstandards for Selecting 
Biological and Anatomical Modelsn, Audio -Visual 
Guide, Volume XV, November, 1948. p. 24. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
SPECIMENS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Filmstrips: 
How To Embed Specimens in Liguid Plastic. Fifty-three 
Frames with Captions_, Black and White. Syracuse_, 
New York: Syracuse University, 1956. 
Describes how to select and prepare the biological 
specimen for mounting_, how to mix and pour the 
plastic_, how to remove the specimen from the mold, 
and how to finish the hardened mount. 
B. BOOKS 
Holley_, Frederick H • ., Manual of Museum Techniques. 
New York: Syracuse University_, 1959. Syracuse 
Museum of Natural Science, Bulletin Number 8_, 
Chapter 11. · 
Offers directions for molding and casting objects 
in plastic. Aimed primarily at those interested 
in making castings of biological specimens. 
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TEACHING WITH RADIO 
Credit: Procedure A: 4 points 
5 points Procedure B: 
Ref'erences: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio - Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 463 - 464. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
pp. 272 - 281. 
Objectives; 
1. To become aware of' the various radio 
programs that can be utilized f'or school use. 
2. To make tape recordings of' radio programs 
that come at an inopportune time f'or in - school 
listening. 
Procedure A: 
1. Select a radio program that can be incorporated 
into one of' your lessons. 
2. This lesson should be a part of the course of' 
study. 
- - •• -- 0 ~ • 
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3. Inform the in - service instructor of the 
time of the radio program so that she can be present. 
4. A discussion period should follow the 
broadcast. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
Procedure B: 
1. Select a radio program that can be incorporated 
into one of your lessons. 
2. If the broadcast is not during school time, 
arrange to make a tape recording. The in - service 
instructor will help with this, if necessary. 
3. Plan a lesson that will incorporate its use. 
4. The lesson plan should contain the following 
three steps: 
study. 
(1) Preparation of class for recording. 
(2) Presentation of recording. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
5. This lesson should be a part of the course of 
6. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in - service instructor 
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can be present. 
7. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
RADIO 
A. BOOKS 
Levenson~ William B.~ and E. Stasheff~ Teaching Through 
Radio and Television. New York: Rhinehart and 
Company~ 1952. 560 pp. 
Brings the discussion of radio education up -
to - date~ and adds a broad and authoritative 
discussion of television. 
B. BULLETINS 
Teaching With Radio~ Audio~ Recording~ and Television 
Equipment. Washington, D. C.: Joint Committee 
of the United States Office of Education, and the 
Radio - Television Manufacturers 1 Assocation~ on 
the use of Communications Equipment in Education, 
1953. 41 pp. 
Acquaints teachers with instruction techniques 
and procedures applicable to the use of audio 
equipment. 
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TEACHING WITH RECORDINGS OR TRANSCRIPTIONS 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
SandsJ Lester B.J Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching) (New York: Ronald PressJ 1956)J 
pp. 420 - 433J 449J 468. 
WittichJ Walter ArnoJ and Charles Francis Schuller) 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
UseJ New York: Harper and Brothers) 1957 J 
pp. 2 1 - 286. 
Objectives: 
l. To realize there are many uses of recordings 
and transcriptions. 
2. To use recordings or transcriptions as audio 
materials. 
Procedures: 
1. Choose a recording or transcription that can 
be used in connection with your course of study. 
2. Prepare a lesson plan that will incorporate 
the use of this material. 
3. The lesson plan should include the following 
three steps: 
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(1) Preparation of pupils for the recording 
or transcription. 
(2) Presentation of recording or 
transcription. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. This lesson should be a part of the course of 
study. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in - service instructor can be 
present. 
6. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
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A. BOOKS 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
RECORDINGS AND TRANSCRIPTIONS 
Leavitt~ HelenS.~ and WarrenS. Freeman~ Recordings 
for the Elementar! School. New York: Oliver 
Durrell~ Inc.J 19 9. 186 pp. 
Use of records in elementary music education. 
Lists the records according to the subject for 
which they are best suited. Follows the recent 
trend of correlating the music period with the 
social science studies. 
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TEACHING WITH THE AID OF MOTION PICTURES 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, {New York: Ronald Press, 1956}, 
pp. 353 - 367, 374 - 377. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller, Audio - Visual Materials, Their 
Nature and Use, {second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 396 - 414. 
Objectives: 
l. To realize the possibilities of motion 
pictures as instructional materials. 
2. To become familiar with proper utilization 
techniques of using films in the classroom. 
Procedures: 
1. Select a film that will be appropriate to 
use in one of your classes. 
2. Draw up a lesson plan that will incorporate 
the film. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(l) Preparation of pupils for the film. 
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{2) Presentation of the film. 
(3/ Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. This lesson should be part of the course of 
study. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in-service instructor can be 
present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
TEACHING WITH THE AID OF MOTION PICTURES 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL .MATERIALS 
Films: 
Film Tactics. Twenty-two minutes, Sound, Black and White. 
United World Government, 1945. 
Emphasizes through dramatized episodes 
films should, and should not, be used. 
instructors demonstrate the results of 
poor teaching. 
how training 
Navy 
good and 
Instructional Films: The New Way To Greater Education. 
TWenty-five minutes, Sound, Black and White. 
Coronet, 1948. 
Demonstrates to the audience, through many sequences 
from selected films, how audio - visual teaching 
saves time in presenting complex ideas, saves money 
by bringing costly equipment right into the class-
room, makes the most distant things as near as the 
classroom screen, and makes it possible for students 
to see familiar objects in a new light. 
Using The Classroom Film. Twenty-one minutes, Sound, 
Black and White. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 
1945. 
Demonstrates teaching with classroom films. Follows 
the teacher as he selects and previews the film, 
prepares the film lesson, and guides classroom 
discussion. Presents basic techniques and 
possibilities of teaching with films, and learning 
activities growing out of the film experience • 
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Filmstrips: 
How to Use a Teaching Film. Forty-three Frames, with 
Captions and Title Frames, Color. Pasadena, 
California: Basic Skill Films, 1957. 
Demonstrates how films should be used in the 
classroom, describing the techniques of setting 
up the room, preparing the class, using 
participation, discussing the film, and re-
showing the film. 
Teacher Utilizes a Motion Picture Film. Thirty Frames, 
with Captions, Black and White. Norman, Oklahoma: 
University of Oklahoma, 1949. 
Includes the preparation before presentation, the 
physical arrangements, the presentation, and the 
"follow-through11 , after the film is shown. 
B. BOOKS 
McClusky, F. Dean, Characteristics and Use of Educational 
Films. James S. Kinder, and F. Dean McClusky, The 
Audio - Visual Reader. Dubuque, Iowa: William~ 
Brown Company, 1954. pp. 103 - 118 . 
The educational motion picture is defined, recent 
classifications are listed, and the author discusses 
fourteen types of educational films. The unique 
value of the motion picture as a teaching tool, its 
limitations, and suggestions for its use in the 
classroom, are given. 
C. BULLETINS 
Hartley, W. H., How To Use a Motion Picture. 
It Series, Number l; Washington, D. C.: 
National Council For The Social Studies, 
8 pp. 
How To Do 
N. E. A. 
1945. 
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D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Heron., W. B., "Ten Commandments for Film Users"., 
Teaching Tools, Volume I, Number 2, 1953. 
pp. 80 - 81. 
Lists in Biblical language ten good rules to 
follow for film showing. Each rule is explained. 
Schreiber, Robert E., 11 Minimum Essentials of Film 
Utilization 11 , Audio -Visual Guide, Volume XXII, 
Number 8, April, 1956. pp. 44 - 45. 
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USING A MICRO - PROJECTOR 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press Company, 
1956), pp. 402 - 404, 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
pp. 354 - 355. 
Objectives: 
l. To know how to operate the micro - projector 
in the classroom. 
2. To gain experience in the various uses of 
the micro - projector. 
Procedures: 
l. Choose microscopic slides, or other specimens, 
for projections. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of the microscopic slides or other specimens. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
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(1) Preparation of pupils for the projection 
of the material. 
(2) Presentation of the microscopic slide 
or other specimens. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. This lesson should be part of the course of 
study. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in - service instructor can be 
present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor • 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MICRO - PROJECTORS 
A. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Bates, Conrad W., "The Micro - Projector", 
Teaching Tools, Volume IV, Number 1, Winter, 
1956 -57. pp. 28 - 30 . 
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USING AN OPAQUE PROJECTOR 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands) Lester B.J Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching) (New York: Ronald Press) 1956)J 
pp. 270 - 287, 
Wittich) Walter ArnoJ and Charles Francis 
Schuller) Audio - Visual Materials: Their 
Nature and UseJ (second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers) l957)J pp. 99) 
348 - 351. 
Objectives: 
l. To realize the versatility of the opaque 
projector. 
Procedures: 
l. Assemble materials to be used as visual aids 
with opaque projector. 
2. Materials should be related to course of 
study. 
3. Plan a lesson that will incorporate these 
materials as projected still pictures. 
4. The lesson plan should include the following 
three steps: 
(l) Preparation of pupils for viewing the 
92 
• material. 
(2) Presentation of the material. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so the in-service instructor can be 
present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor . 
• 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OPAQUE PROJECTION 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
The Opaque Projector: Its Purpose and Use. Six minutes~ 
Sound~ Black and White. Iowa City, Iowa: Iowa 
State University. 
How to adjust the projector for screen size~ how 
to clean lenses~ how to focus~ and other arrange-
ments in getting ready to use the opaque projector, 
are shown and discussed. Ends with a challenge to 
teachers to list ten ways in which they can use the 
opaque projector in their teaching. 
Filmstrips: 
The Opaque Projector. Forty-six Frames~ Color, with 
Supplementary Notes. Columbus~ Ohio: The Ohio 
State Teaching Aids Laboratory~ 1957. 
A pictorial analysis of the instructional use of 
this unique teaching aid~ together with suggestions 
on operation and the preparation of materials to be 
projected. 
B. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Blanc, Sam S., "Preparing Opaque Projection Materials", 
Teaching Tools, Volume III, Number 4~ Fall, 1956. 
pp. 172 - 173. 
Boroughs, Homer~ Jr., "Let's Dust Off The Opaque 
Projector"~ College of Education Record, Volume XVI, 
Number 3, January, 1950. pp. 37 - 41. 
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Freedman, Ira, ttclassroom Cinema 11 , Teaching Tools, 
Volume V, Number 1, Winter, 1958. pp. 28 - 29. 
Green, Ivah, 11 Blow It Up With The Opaque Projector 11 , 
Teaching Tools, Volume V, Number 1, Winter, 1958. 
pp. 22 - 23, 35. 
Miller, Clyde K., 11 Reviewing a Semester of Opaque Pro-
jection11, Reprint; Educational Focus, Bausch and 
Lomb Optical Company, Volume XIX, Number 1. 
Discusses the use of opaque materials, makes 
suggestions on sources of materials, and lists 
the advantages and limitations of opaque materials. 
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USING STEREOGRAPHS AS TEACHING AIDS 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 383 - 394. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials: Their Nature and 
Use, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
pp. 102 - 103. 
Objectives: 
1. To realize the practical value of 
stereographs for individual use. 
2. To realize that the stereograph is an early 
version of 3-D. 
Procedures: 
1. Select a set of at least ten stereographs 
that correlate with material in the course of study. 
2. Plan a guide sheet for using these 
stereographs as a part of the lesson. 
3. Plan a lesson in which the stereographs 
and guides will be used. 
• ... c .~. ~-~"-
~~-· 
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4. The plan should include these three steps: 
(1) Preparation of pupils for the material. 
(2) Presentation of the material. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
5. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in - service instructor 
can be present. 
6. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
STEREO GRAPHS 
A. BOOKS 
Rule_, John T. _, 11 The Stereograph as a Teaching Tool 11 _, 
Multi - Sensory Aids in the Teaching of Mathematics. 
Eighteenth Yearbook; National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics_, 1945. pp. 358 - 359. 
B. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Blanc_, Sam S._, 11 Selecting and Using Flat Pictures and 
Stereographs 11 _, Audio -Visual Guide_, Volume XIX_, 
October_, 1952. pp. 49 - 50. 
Lists criteria for selection and evaluation in 
use . 
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USING THE TACHISTOSCOPE 
Credit: 5 points 
References: 
Barnette, Gaspar Cisneros, Learning Through Seeing 
With Tachistoscopic Teaching Techniques, 
(Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Company, 
1951), 145 pp. 
Sands, Lester B., Audio ~Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 404 - 414. 
Objectives: 
1. To become aware of the value of the 
flashmeter as a tachistoscopic device in improving: 
(1) Speed in reading; 
(2) Readiness in arithmetic; and, 
(3) Spelling. 
Procedures: 
1. Plan a lesson which will make use of the 
tachistoscope. 
2. Base the lesson on material in the course of 
study. 
i; 
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3. Make a lesson plan that will include the 
following three steps: 
(1) Preparation of class for use of material. 
(2) Presentation of material. 
(3) Follow - up. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson will be 
used so the in - service instructor can be present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
i' ----~---=----- ~=- ~~~=r, 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
TACHISTOSCOPES 
AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Filmstrips: 
Tachistoscopic Teaching Techniques. Fifty-one Frames~ 
Black and White. Sunland~ California: Learning 
Thru Seeing~ 1957. 
B. 
Shows use of tachistoscopic projection devices. 
Includes lesson plans~ classroom arrangements~ 
screen size~ types of exposures, speeds to use~ 
lesson length at various grade levels, - in 
reading~ spelling, etc. 
BOOKS 
Dale~ Edgar~ Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. 
edition; New York: The Dryden Press~ 1954. 
pp. 266~ 494. 
Revised 
Kinder~ James S.~ Audio -Visual Materials and Techniques. 
New York: American Book Company~ 1950. pp. 189-190. 
i! 1: Kinder~ James S., and F. Dean McClusky, editors~ The 
1: Audio - Visual Reader. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. 
I! Brown Company~ 1954. pp. 151 - 155~ 185. 
I, 
11 Lewis~ Norman~ How To Read Faster. Revised edition; 
New York: T. Y. Crowell Company~ 1951. 415 pp. 
A manual for group or individual instruction. 
Contains chapters on the use of the Keystone 
Flashmeter. 
!i 
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Boston Universit~ 
School of Education 
Library 
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C . BULLETINS 
The Keystone Tachistoscope: Advanced Teaching Techniques. 
Meadville, Pennsylvania: The Keystone View Company, 
1950. 42 pp. 
Discusses the use of tachistoscopic training in 
reading, arithmetic, spelling, English, science, 
and languages. The manual was prepared by The 
Keystone School and Guidance Center, San Antonio, 
Texas. Specific techniques and procedures are 
given. 
D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Alterman, Rolland A., "Tachistoscopic Teaching", 
Educational Screen and Audio - Visual Guide, 
Volume XXXVII, Number 6, June, 1958. pp. 282 - 283, 
293. 
Benson, Francis M., "We Improve Spelling With The 
Tachistoscope", Educational Screen and Audio 
Visual Guide, Volume XXXV, Number 9, 1956. 
Davis, Louise Farwell, 11 The Tachistoscope and Reading 
Skills", The Instructor, Volume LXII, June, 1953. 
p. 88. 
Describes the use of the tachistoscope in pre-
reading activities, and in the primary grades. 
Litchfield, Marion, 11 Now I Use the Tachistoscope 11 , 
Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XIX, Number 8, 
April, 1953. p. 25. 
Describes the various ways in which this teacher 
uses the tachistoscope in teaching her third-grade 
students. 
Nicholas, V. R., 11 Reading By Projection11 , Educational 
Screen and Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XXXVI, 
Number 9, October, 1957. p. 479. 
Silverson, Lyle E., 11 We Obtained Reading Improvement 
With the Tachistoscope", Teaching Tools, Volume IV, 
Number 1. pp. 172 - 175, 179. 
Report of an experiment in reading improvement 
with high-school students, wherein half the group 
gained two full grades in rate and comprehension 
in a period of five weeks. 
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Tomlinson, Jack, "An Inexpensive Tachistoscope: A 
Short Flash Projector From Old Parts", Audio 
i Visual Guide, Volume XXI, Number 7, March, 1955. 
pp. 15 - 16. 
Winger, F. E., "Tachistoscopic Training for Beginning 
Typewriting Instruction", Balance Sheet, 
Volume XXXII, April, 1951. pp. 342 - 347. 
Reports a study to determine the value of the 
tachistoscope in teaching typewriting. 
~-~,=~·"~ -- ~-~.~- ··--~-~~~-;··--~----~- ·-
=-- -
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USING THE TELEBINOCULAR 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Chenoweth~ Laurence B.~ and Theodore K. Selkirk~ 
School Health Problems~ (third edition; 
New York: F. S. Crofts and Company~ 1947)~ 
pp. 190 - 195. 
Objectives: 
1. To use the telebinocular to test the visual 
acuity of pupils. 
Procedures: 
1. List at least ten pupils whose school work, 
in your opinion, is not up to their mental ability. 
2. Administer the telebinocular test to these 
pupils~ and chart the results. 
3. The in - service instructor will be willing 
to co-operate in this project. 
4. Arrange with the in - service instructor for 
a report on this investigation. 
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UNIT IV - TEACHER-PRODUCED AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS -
(2 Professional Credits). 
This course has eleven elective items~ with a 
certain credit value assigned to each item. The credit 
value of each elective item is recorded on each of the 
lesson sheets which follow. 
The eleven items have a total credit value of 
fifty-one points. Teachers may choose from these various 
items any combinations they prefer~ for a total credit of 
twenty-five points. Two professional credits are given 
each teacher upon meeting the requirements of the course. 
All work must be completed within the school year. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Filming 
Making 
Making 
Making 
Making 
and Using a Filmstrip. 
and Maintaining a Bulletin 
and Using a Flannelgraph. 
and Using a Set of 2tf X 211 
and Using Charts. 
6. Making and Using Graphs. 
Board. 
Slides. 
7. Making and Using Handmade Lantern Slides. 
8. Teaching With Dioramas~ Mock - ups, and 
Synthetic Devices. 
9. Teaching With Puppets and Marionettes. 
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10. Writing a Scenario for Use in Making a 
School-Produced Motion Picture. 
11. Production of a School-Produced Motion 
Picture. 
Additional items will be added to the course as 
the need arises. 
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FILMING AND USING A FILMSTRIP 
Credit: 10 points 
References: 
BrechaJ Harry C.J 11 A Guide to the Preparation 
of Filmstrips 11 J Audio -Visual Guide_, 
Volume XVIJ Number 9J MayJ 1950J pp. 17 - 20. 
Edwards_, H. L.J Simplified Filmstrip ProductionJ 
A Working ManualJ (ColumbusJ Ohio: The 
Ohio State University Teaching Aids 
LaboratoryJ l952)J 28 pp. 
Objectives: 
l. To acquire skill in making filmstrips. 
Procedures: 
This assignment calls for the making of a 
filmstrip of at least twenty frames of such quality 
that is suitable for classroom use. 
1. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of this filmstrip. 
steps: 
2. The lesson plan should include these three 
(1) Preparation of pupils for the filmstrip. 
(2) Presentation of filmstrip. 
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(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
3. This lesson should be a part of the course 
of study. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will be used so.the in-service instructor can be 
present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor • 
• " 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
PRODUCING FILMSTRIPS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Filmstrips: 
Filmstrip Preparation. 
White. New York: 
Department, 1942, 
Seventy-eight Frames, Black and 
United World-Government Films 
Produced by the United States Army, Explains 
recommended procedures for producing filmstrips, 
including preparation of the scenario, layout of 
frames, photography, and art work. 
Simplified Filmstrip Production, Forty Frames, Black 
and White. Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State Teaching 
Aids Laboratory, 1952. 
Outlines a method by which any amateur photographer 
can produce filmstrips locally with a 35 millimeter 
camera. 
B. BOOKS 
Gibson, E. Dana, Problems in the Local Development of a 
Filmstrip. Fred Harcleroad and William Allen, 
editors, Audio - Visual Administration. Iowa: 
William C. Brown Company, 1951. pp. 98 - 100, 
C. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Barnes, Walter, "Teachers Can Make Filmstrips", Audio -
Visual Guide, Volume XV, March, 1949. pp. 5 - 7. 
Outlines the steps to be taken in producing home-
made filmstrips. 
Brecha, Harry C., "A Guide to the Preparation of 
Filmstrips 11 , Audio -Visual Guide, Volume XVI, 
Number 9, May, 1950. pp. 17 - 20. 
Outlines the step-by-step procedure in making 
slidefilms. 
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Milliman, Joseph, "Breaking the Filmstrip Barrier," 
Educational Screen and A/V Guide, Volume XXXVII, 
Number 10, October, 1958. p. 539. 
Roberts, Dorothy, "A Geometry Class Makes a Filmstrip'', 
Educational Screen, Volume XXVIII, Number 7, 
September, 1949. pp. 303 - 304. 
Trenholme, K., "We Make a Filmstrip", See and Hear, 
Volume II, October, 1946. pp. 30 - 32. 
Vergis, John P., "Make Your Own Slides and Filmstrips 
With This Simple Copy Device", Teaching Tools, 
Volume I, Number 1, 1953. pp. 26 - 27, 48. 
Tells how a teacher can construct his own slides 
and filmstrips with principles applying to any 
35 millimeter camera. Illustrated. 
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MAKING AND MAINTAINING A BULLETIN BOARD 
Credit: 3 points 
References: 
Sands~ Lester B.~ Audio - Visual Procedures in 
Teaching~ pp. 158 - 173. 
Wittich~ Walter Arno~ and Charles Francis 
Schuller~ Audio - Visual Materials, Their 
Nature and Use~ {second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 150 - 166. 
Objectives: 
1. To make and use a classroom bulletin board. 
2. To provide opportunities for pupil 
participation. 
3. To provide as promotional medium for school 
activities. 
Procedures: 
1. Each classroom should have at least one bulle-
tin board. If one is not available, see about having 
one made. 
2. Bulletin boards may be of several types. 
They may be built-in above the chalkboard or as sections 
comparable to chalkboard sections. Cork or fibre board 
materials are more desirable than burlap service. If 
111 
• substantially built, the portable board has value in 
supplementing other types in the classroom. 
3. The class may assume responsibility for the 
bulletin board 1 s care and for displays. This can be 
done by committees. 
4. The following rating-scale3 may serve as the 
basis for teacher - class evaluation. 
Rating the Bulletin Board 
I. General Appearance (50 points) 
Arrangement 10 
Variety of Materials 10 
Appeal 5 
Authentic Illustration 5 
Neatness 5 
Originality 5 
Color Contrast 5 
Explanations 2 
Labels and Printing 3 
II. Educational Value (50 points) 
Clearness of Purpose 10 
3James S. Kinder, Audio - Visual Materials and 
Techniques, (New York: American Book Company, 1950), 
p. 85. 
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Appropriateness 10 
Timeliness 10 
Stimulation 10 
Comprehensiveness 10 
TOTAL 100 points 
5. Arrange with instructor for report on this 
project. 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BULLETIN BOARDS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
-----· -~-- ·-.~::..--
Bulletin Boards for Effective Teaching. Twelve minutes, 
Sound, Color, Iowa City, Iowa: Bureau of Audio -
Visual Instruction, Extension Division, State 
University of Iowa, 1953. 
Filmstrips: 
Bulletin Boards at Work. Forty-two Frames, Black and 
White with Captions. Detroit, Michigan: Wayne 
State University Audio - Visual Consultation 
Bureau, 1950. 
Outlines the use of the bulletin board as a t~aching 
aid. Stresses the point that the planned bulletin 
board is most effective. Shows bulletin boards can 
be used for many teaching purposes: to inform; to 
clarify; and to stimulate. Contains many actual 
bulletin boards to illustrate these various uses. 
Rules for good lay-out of different types of 
bulletin boards are also presented. 
How to Keep Your Bulletin Board Alive. Thirty-three 
Frames, Color. Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio University 
Teaching Aids Laboratory, 1950. 
A Parade of Bulletin Boards. Forty-five Frames, Color 
With Captions and Title Frames. Columbus, Ohio: 
The Ohio University Teaching Aids Laboratory, 1957. 
Shows thirty-six different classroom bulletin boards, 
the features of which are carefully analyzed in the 
captions. 
Slides ( 2 11 x 2 11 ) : 
Classroom Bulletin Boards. Ten 2 11 x 2 11 Slides, Color. 
Detroit, Michigan: Wayne University, Audio - Visual 
Materials Consultation Bureau, 1950. 
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B. BOOKS 
Brown, James W., and Richard B. Lewis, editors, 
A V Instructional Materials Manual. San Jose, 14, 
California: Spartan Book Store, San Jose State 
College, 1957. pp. 30 - 34. 
Dale, Edgar, Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. Revised 
edition; New York: Dryden Press, 1954. pp. 186-191. 
Haas, Kenneth B., and Harry Q. Packer, Preparation and 
Use of Audio - Visual Aids. Second edition; New 
York: Prentice-Hall, 1950. pp. 138 - 142. 
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Kinder, James S., Audio -Visual Materials and Techniques. 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. pp. (:)2 - (:)6. 
Kinney, Lucien, and Katherine Dresden, editors, Better 
Learning Through Current Materials. Revised edition; 
California: Stanford University Press, 1952. 
Chapter IX, pp. 131 - 153. 
Reports experiments in the use of current materials 
in the classroom. Chapter IX, 11 The Room Display 
Area 11 , presents values in room displays, materials, 
equipment, techniques, and several pages of 
illustrations. 
Weaver, Gilbert c., and Elroy W. Bollinger, Visual Aids, 
Their Construction and Use. New York: Van Nostrand, 
1949. pp. 47 - 52. 
C. BULLETINS 
Dent, Charles, and Ernest Tiemann, Bulletin Boards for 
Teaching. Austin, Texas: University of Texas, 
1955. 38 pp. 
How 
Presents techniques for planning and preparing 
bulletin board displays, including sources of 
essential materials. 
to Keep Your Bulletin Board Alive. Pamphlet No. 6; 
Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State Teaching Aids 
Laboratory, 1958. 16 pp. 
Designed for teachers who want help in preparing 
attractive and effective bulletin board displays. 
Illustrated. 
[1 
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Johnson, Donovan A., and Clarence E. Olander, How to Use 
Your Bulletin Board. How to Do It Series, Number l; 
Washington, D. C.: National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, 1955. ll pp. 
A rich source of ideas for the special bulletin board. 
Johnson, Ivar H., The Bulletin Board As an Effective 
Teaching Tool. Oakland, California: 1951. 17 pp. 
Koskey, Thomas A., Baited Bulletin Boards. San Jose, 
California: Globe Printing Company, 1954. 32 pp. 
An illustrated book for teachers and students. 
Shows types of displays and layouts, and presents 
"How to do it" techniques. 
Miller, Bruce, Bulletin Boards: High, Wide, and 
Handsome. California: The Author, 1957. 
Contains ideas for improving classroom bulletin 
boards. 
Ryan, Marion L., How to Use a Bulletin Board. How to 
Do It Series, Number 4; Washington, D. C.: 
National Council for the Social Studies, 1956. 
6 pp. 
Discusses the role of the bulletin board in the 
school program and the techniques for better use, 
with a listing of some sources of bulletin-board 
materials. 
D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Emerson, M. C., "Bulletin Board Fever", Library Journal, 
LXXIX, August, 1953. 
Grassell, E. Milton, "Simplicity Sets Tone for Bulletin 
Board Displays 11 , Instruction Materials, Volume I, 
Issue 4, June, 1956. pp. 106 - 107. 
Jenemann, John L., "Your Bulletin Board: How to 
Advertise the Work of Your School", Grade Teacher, 
June, 1943. pp. 160 - 161. 
Presents elementary principles for effective 
bulletin boards. 
Oliver, R. J., "Mathematics Bulletin Board Displaystr, 
Mathematics Teacher., February, 1954. p. 91. 
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Salen, George P., "Stick 1 em Up!", Educational Screen 
and Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XXXVII, Number 2, 
February, 1958. pp. 76 - 77. 
Schneider, G. W., "Time and Voice-Saving Bulletin Board", 
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, December, 
1953. p. 347. 
Vergis, John P., "Make a Magnetic Bulletin Board", 
Teaching Tools, Volume II, Number 3, Spring, 
1955. p. 95. 
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MAKING AND USING A FLANNELBOARD 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 169 - 172. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio - Visual Materials· Their Nature and 
Use, New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957 , 
pp. 1 7 - 168. 
Objectives: 
1. To develop an awareness of the usefulness 
of the flannelboard. 
2. To develop some skills in constructing 
flannelboards and materials to be displayed. 
Procedures: 
1. Plan a lesson in which the flannelboard 
will be utilized. 
2. Base the less6n on the course of study. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(1) Preparation of pupils for the material. 
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(2) Presentation of material. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in - service instructor 
can be present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
FLANNELBOARDS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
The Feltboard in Teaching. Ten minutes, Sound, Color. 
Detroit, Michigan: Wayne State University, 1951. 
Suggests uses which the classroom teacher may make 
of the feltboard, also known as the visual board, 
the feltogram, the flannelgraph, etc. 
Flannel Boards and How to Use Them. Fifteen minutes, 
Sound, Color. Hollywood, California: Bailey Films, 
Inc., 1958. 
By presenting four groups of ideas, Flannel Boards 
and How to Use Them demonstrates a variety of ways 
to construct and use a flannelboard. 
Flannelgraph. Twenty-seven minutes, Sound, Color. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota, 
Audio -Visual Education Service. 
Demonstrates the uses of a flannelgraph in reading, 
arithmetic, art, health, and music. First graders 
are observed as the teacher, Mrs. Lakti, uses the 
flannelgraph with a story about farm animals. 
Children prepare their own flannelgraph materials. 
Filmstrips: 
How to Make and Use the Felt Board. Fifty-four Frames, 
Color, with Supplementary Notes. Columbus, Ohio: 
The Ohio State Teaching Aids Laboratory, 1953. 
Designed for teachers in in-service who wish to 
make and use this valuable teaching aid. 
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B. BOOKS 
Dale~ Edgar~ Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. Revised 
editionj New York: Dryden Press~ 1954. pp. 152-154. 
Kinder~ James S.~ and F. Dean McClusky~ editors~ 
The Audio - Visual Reader. Dubuque~ Iowa: 
William C. Brown Company) 1954. pp. 73 - 77. 
C. BULLETINS 
Better Teaching With the Feltboard. Glenville~ 
Connecticut: American Felt Company. 
Dent, Charles H.~ and Ernest F. Tiemann, Felt Boards 
For Teaching. Texas: Visual Instruction Bureau~ 
1955. 26 pp. 
Uses and techniques are ably combined in this 
profusely-illustrated brochure. 
How to Make and Use the Feltboard. Pamphlet Number 3j 
Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State Teaching Aids 
Laboratory~ 1958. 15 pp. 
Long, Paul E., Using Felt Boards in the Classroom. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Board of Public 
Education, no date. 
Osborn~ Merton B., The Flannel Board. California: 
The Author, 1956. 36 pp. 
Offers specific directions for making both 
flannelboards and flannelboard accessories. 
Petrey~ E. S.~ Flannelboard as a Teaching Tool. Ohio: 
Ohio Schools, April, 1954. 
Stenius, Arthur c., Better Teaching With Felt Board. 
Glenville, Connecticut: American Felt Company. 
Williams, Catherine M.~ How to Make and Use the Felt 
Board. Pamphlet Number 3j Ohio: Bureau of 
Educational Research and Service, 1955. 26 pp. 
This manual is both comprehensive and specific. 
Profusely illustrated. Sources and references 
included. This booklet is also available with 
filmstrip of the same title. 
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• D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Hall, Robert, !!Now There 1 s An Ideal!, Teaching Tools, 
Volume I, Number 2. p. 66. 
Johnston, Virginia c., !!The Felt Board and Reading 
Readinessn, The Instructor_, Volume LXII, June, 1953. 
pp. 78 - 79. 
Contains suggestions for using the feltboard in 
developing reading skills. 
Lockridge, J. Preston, nFlexible and Inexpensiven, 
Audio - Visual Instruction, Volume II, Number 9_, 
December, 1957. pp. 266 - 267. 
Murphy, Willie Catherine, nA Typing Class Meets a 
Flannel Board", Teaching Tools, Volume III, 
Number 4_, Fall, 1956. pp. 190 - 191. 
Osborn, Morton B., "How to Make and Use a Flannel 
Boardn, Teaching Tools, Volume I, Number 3, 1954. 
pp. 104 - 105, 125, 134. 
Presents clear and complete instructions on making 
several types of flannelboards_, plus a variety of 
classroom activities that are usable at all grade 
levels. 
Price, R. G., "Try Using a Flannel Boardn_, Business 
Education World, Volume XXXIV, March, 1954. 
pp. 19 - 20. 
Outlines advantages of the feltboard_, namely, its 
flexibility, stimulation of interest, and relative 
permanence. 
Stenius, Arthur C., "Use of Low Cost Feltboard", 
The Nation's Schools, Volume XLIV, Number 3, 
September, 1949. pp. 58 - 62. 
Describes the use of feltboard in the elementary· 
school. The Cut-outs can be used to distinguish 
color, develop basic number concepts, tell stories, 
demonstrate grammar construction, and help to 
understand abstract relations. The feltboard 
integrates the bulletin board and the blackboard, 
but eliminates the essentials of the same, namely, 
chalk, thumb tacks, pins, and gummed tape. 
Reprinted in The Audio - Visual Reader. pp. 73-76. 
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Stone, Mabel J., nThe l0 1 s to lOOn, Teaching Tools, 
Volume I, Number 2. 
Stoops, Betty, nFacts and Fun on the Flannel Boardsn, 
Educational Screen, Volume XXXI, October, 1952. 
pp. 324 - 325. 
The flannelboard is presented as an inexpensive 
and easily-used teaching aid at the elementary and 
high-school levels. 
Swartout, Sherwin G., nHow to Construct and Use the 
Suede-tex Board", Audio -Visual Guide, Volume XIX, 
January, 1953. pp. 26 - 27. 
Explains in detail how to construct a suede-tex 
feltboard. Lists advantages, and nine specific 
uses for the feltboard in teaching. 
Thomas, V. L., "Let's Use the Flannelboardn, 
United Business Education Association Forum, 
April, 1953. pp. 20 - 21. 
Westaby, Geraldine, nFlannel Board Funn, See and Hear, 
Volume V, Number 4, December, 1948. pp. 23 - 24. 
An account of the use of the flannelboard, an 
audio - visual aid, which is inexpensive, readily 
available, and adaptable to many areas. Construction 
and suggested uses are described. 
Reprinted in The Audio -Visual Reader. pp. 76 - 77. 
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MAKING A 2 11 X 2 11 SLIDE COLLECTION 
Credit: 5 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, {New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 255 - 269. 
Jj Objectives: 
\i l, To recognize the place of slides among 
audio - visual materials. 
2. To become aware of effective teaching 
techniques in using still projections. 
3. To produce 2 11 x 2 11 slides that can be used 
with unit of work. 
Procedures: 
1. Prepare a set of 2 11 x 2 11 slides. Select 
content that will be of value in teaching. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the 
use of these slides. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(l) Preparation of students for the material • 
124 
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(2) Presentation of material. 
(3} Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in - service instructor 
can be present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in - service instructor. 
A. BULLETINS 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
SLIDES (2fl X 2rt) 
Eastman Kodak Company~ Slides~ (Kodak Data Book On). 
New York: Eastman Kodak Company~ 1949. 56 pp. 
Covers the preparation of both standard and 
miniature photographic slides~ including the use 
of materials~ printing~ developing~ titling~ and 
binding. Presents information of value to those 
who will have their slides prepared commercially~ 
as well as to those who have a photographic 
laboratory available. 
B. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Roberts~ Alvin B.~ ncourse in Field Photography 11 ~ 
Educational Screen and Audio - Visual Guide~ 
Volume XXXVII~ Number 3~ March~ 1958. 
pp. 123 - 125. 
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MAKING AND USING CHARTS 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
SandsJ Lester B.J Audio -Visual Procedures 
in TeachingJ (New York: Ronald PressJ l956)J 
pp. 45J l83J l91J 224J 230 - 231. 
WittichJ Walter ArnoJ and Charles Francis 
SchullerJ Audio - Visual Materials: Their 
Nature and UseJ (second edition; New York: 
Harper and BrothersJ l957)J pp. 109 - ll3J 
l45J 482J 486. 
Objectives: 
l. To recognize the possibilities of 
visualizing data by means of charts. 
2. To become aware of the unique value of 
different types of charts. 
Procedures: 
l. Prepare a chart that will illustrate material 
in the course of study. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of this chart. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(l) Preparation of students for the material. 
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• (2) Presentation of material. 
• 
{3) Follow-up with class discussion • 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan will 
actually be used so the in-service instructor can be 
present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor • 
• 
r 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
CHARTS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Charts. Nineteen minutes, Sound, Black and White. 
Washington, D. C.: Civil Aeronautics 
Administration. 
Poster Making: Design and Technique. Ten minutes, 
Sound, Color. California: Bailey Films, Inc., 
1953. 
B. BOOKS 
Carlyle, Paul, Guy Oring, and Herbert S. Richland, 
New Letters and Lettering. New York: McGraw -
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1943. 159 pp. 
Presents the art of lettering. Gives rules for 
good spacing, basic alphabets, and styles for a 
variety of moods, and unusual styles for special 
requirements. 
East, Marjorie, Display for Learning. New York: The 
Dryden Press, 1952. 
Charts, graphs, diagrams, cartoons, and comics. 
Porter, Alfred, New Visual Education Techniques. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota: Burgess Publishing Company, 
1951. 79 pp. 
Describes how to make graphs, charts, posters, flash 
cards, cartoons, and drawings with felt-tipped 
marking pen. 
.~ ,, . 
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C. BULLETINS 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company~ Poster Making in 
School. New York: Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company. 
Presents ways to help teachers and students make 
better health posters. Information and suggestions 
can be adapted to other areas. 
D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Barnard~ David P.~ "Window Shades Make Excellent Charts"~ 
Educational Screen~ Volume XXVIII~ Number 10~ 
December~ 1949. pp. 448 - 449. 
Explains how white cloth-base window shades can be 
used for drawings~ charts, and diagrams. No 
equipment is needed for projection. Remove the 
shade chart from the filing case, and place it in 
position in standard window-shade brackets~ 
previously located just above the blackboard. 
Reprinted in The Audio -Visual Reader, p. 87. 
Errunert, Wilbur, "Making Wall Charts for Class Usen, 
Educational Screen, Volume XVIII, Number 8, 
October, 1939. pp. 306 - 307. 
Outlines the construction of the (teacher-pupil) 
made wall chart. The enlarged image of picture, 
diagram~ or graph is projected onto unbleached 
muslin, and traced with colored crayon, pencil, 
or ink. Detailed instructions are given. 
Reprinted in The Audio - Visual Reader, pp. 84 - 86. 
Lohman, Karl B., Jr.~ "Show It With Pull Charts"~ 
Educational Screen~ Volume XXXIII, Surruner, 1954. 
p. 227. 
Describes the use of charts with moveable panels. 
McCafferty, Ruth, "Developing Visual Materials For 
Classroom Usen, NEA Journal, Volume XXXV, 
November, 1946. pp. 521 - 522. 
Describes how charts made in the school contribute 
to group planning, oral and written language 
expression, and arithmetic problems, based on 
the needs of the children. 
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MAKING AND USING GRAPHS 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands~ Lester B.~ Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching~ (New York: Ronald Press~ 1956}, 
pp. 226 - 233, 245 - 246. 
Wittich~ Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller, Audio - Visual Materials, Their 
Nature and Use, (second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957}, pp. 117 - 126. 
Objectives1 
l. To develop an insight into the value of 
graphical representation of data. 
2, To develop skill in the use and interpretation 
of different types of graphs. 
Procedures: 
l. Prepare a graph that will illustrate material 
in the course of study. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of this graph. 
3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(l} Preparation of students for the material. 
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(2) Presentation of material. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in-service instructor can 
be present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor. 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
GRAPHS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
The Langua$e of Graphs. Ten minutes, Sound, Black and 
White. Chicago, Illinois: Coronet Films, Inc., 
1948. 
The use of graphs to sum up a situation: boys and 
girls considering the financial and circulation 
problems of their school newspaper; and the 
employment of bar, line, circle, and equation 
graphs to picture relationships and make comparisons. 
B. BOOKS 
Arkin, Herbert, and Raymond R. Colton, Graphs: How 
To Make and Use Them. New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1940. 236 pp. 
Covers principles, construction, layout, equipment, 
and types of graphs, and the purposes they serve. 
Dale, Edgar, Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. Revised 
edition; New York: Dryden Press, 1954. pp. 329-334. 
East, Marjorie, and Edgar Dale, editors, Display for 
Learning. New York: Dryden Press, 1952. 
pp. 58 - 62, 79 - 87, 88 - lll, 218 - 237. 
Describes how to make and use drawings, graphs, 
charts, diagrams, and posters. 
Haas, Kenneth B., and Harry Q. Packer, Preparation and 
Use of Audio - Visual Aids. Second edition; 
New York: Prentice-Hall, 1950. pp. 75 - 82. 
Kinder, James s., Audio -Visual Materials and Techniques. 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. pp. 120-129. 
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Lutz, R. R., Graphic Presentations Simplified. New 
York: Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1949. 
Schmidt, Calvin F., Handbook of Graphic Presentation. 
New York: Ronald Press, 1954. 
Weaver, Gilbert c., and Elroy W. Bollinger, Visual 
Aids: Their Construction and Use. New York: 
Van Nostrand, 1949. pp, 118 - 178. 
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MAKING AND USING HANDMADE GLASS SLIDES (3 1/411 x 4") 
Credit: 5 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, {New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 329 - 334. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller, Audio - Visual Materials, Their 
Nature and Use, (second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 343 - 348. 
Objectives: 
1. To recognize the place of slides among 
audio - visual materials. 
2. To become aware of effective teaching 
techniques in using still projections. 
3. To produce 3 1/411 x 411 glass slides that 
can be used with unit of work. 
Procedures: 
1. Prepare a set of handmade glass slides. 
Select content which will be of value in teaching. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the 
use of these slides. 
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3. The lesson plan should include these three 
steps: 
(1) Preparation of students for the 
material. 
(2) Presentation of material. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time in which the lesson plan 
will actually be used so the in-service instructor can 
be present. 
5. The project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor. 
-=' 
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
SLIDES (3 l/4" X 4 11 ) 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Handmade Materials for Projection. Twenty minutes, 
Sound, Black and White. Bloomington, Indiana: 
University of Indiana, 1955. 
Demonstrations of how the basic principles of 
transparency, translucency, and opaqueness can 
be applied to the preparation of teaching materials 
for use in overhead, standard slide, and opaque 
projector. Shows the carbon-film method of making 
a transparency for projection of typed materials, 
the use of adhesive colored materials, and textured 
backgrounds. 
How To Make Handmade Lantern Slides. Twenty-one minutes, 
Sound, Color. Bloomington, Indiana: University 
of Indiana, 1947. L 
Demonstrates the production of seven basic types 
of 3 l/4" x 4 11 slides: clear and etched glass; 
plastic; translucent paper; cellophane; gelatin; and, 
silhouette. Shows a variety of materials for coloring 
and shading. Points out sources of picture materials, 
and shows production techniques, such as placement of 
copy, proper sharpening of crayons and pencils, use 
of margin guides and lightboxes, and testing by 
projection. Demonstrates binding methods. Reviews 
the basic techniques, and shows pupils making 
handmade slides in a variety of learning situations. 
Filmstrips: 
Handmade Lantern Slides. Fifty-one Frames, Color, with 
Supplementary Notes. Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio 
State Teaching Aids Laboratory, 1954. 
Analysis of the techniques for making 3 l/411 x 4 11 
lantern slides for use in teaching on any grade 
level, and in any subject area. 
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B. BOOKS 
Dale~ Edgar~ Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. 
Revised edition; New York: Dryden Press~ 1954. 
p. 262. 
East~ Marjorie~ "Handmade Lantern Slides"~ Display 
For Learning. New York: Dryden Press~ 1952. 
pp. 211 - 217. 
Haas~ Kenneth B.~ and Harry Q. Packer~ Preparation and 
Use of Audio - Visual Aids. Second edition; 
New York: Prentice-Hall~ 1950. pp. 37 - 56. 
Weaver~ Gilbert C.~ and Elroy W. Bollinger~ Visual Aids: 
Their Construction and Use. New York: Van Nostrand~ 
1949. pp. 183 - 194. 
C. BULLETINS 
Gnaedinger, W. G., and s. Osborn, The Handmade Lantern 
Slide Manual. Pullman~ Washington: State College 
of Washington~ Audio - Visual Center~ 1952. 25 pp. 
Describes how to make non-photographic lantern 
slides. 
Hamilton, George E., How To Make Handmade Lantern Slides. 
Meadville, Pennsylvania: Keystone View Company~ 
1948. 24 pp. 
Helpful for teachers who wish to provide projection 
materials at low cost. Covers the various types of 
handmade slides and their possibilities in school 
work. Detailed directions for their production are 
supplied. 
Handmade Lantern Slides. Columbus, Ohio: 
State Teaching Aids Laboratory, 1957. 
D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
The Ohio 
18 pp. 
Brooks, Mary E.~ "Lantern Slides: How to Make Them"~ 
See and Hear~ April~ 1946 - pp. 65 - 73; May~ 1946 
pp. 70 - 79; October~ 1946 - pp. 48 - 50; 
November~ 1946 - pp. 29 - 31. 
Presents the construction of handmade lantern slides. 
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Lists types of slides, and names the parts of a 
slide. Discusses cleaning, binding, and the 
equipment and materials needed. Shows in detail 
how to make silhouette, etched glass, cellophane, 
and typewritten slides. Presents use of gelatin-
coated slides, use of cover glass, and plastic 
materials. 
The last article in this series contains an extensive 
bibliography. 
Techniques discussed in this series are also presented 
in the film, Handmade Materials for Projection, 
produced by the Audio - Visual Center, Indiana 
University. 
Fairhall, R. W.,. ''Technique For Preparing Hand-Drawn 
Lantern Slides", Journal of Chemistry Education_, 
Volume XXXII, August, 1955. p. 435. 
Frye, Harvey, and Edward McMahon, "Transparencies From 
The Printed Page", Educational Screen, Number 329, 
February, 1955. pp. 68 - 69. 
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TEACHING WITH DIORAMAS 1 MOCK-UPSJ AND SYNTHETIC DEVICES 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio - Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956J, 
pp. 97 - 99. 
Wittich, Walter Arno, and Charles Francis 
Schuller, Audio - Visual Materials, Their 
Nature and Use, (second edition; New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 211 - 213. 
Objectives: 
1. To become aware of the value of dioramas, 
mock-ups, and synthetic devices. 
Procedures: 
1. Select from the course of study a lesson 
that can be organized around a diorama, a mock-up, 
or synthetic device. 
2. Make a lesson plan that will incorporate 
the use of the diorama, mock-up, or synthetic device. 
3. The lesson plan should include the following 
three steps: 
(1) Preparation of class for the material 
i 
======+== i 
' 
• to be presented. 
(2} Presentation of diorama, mock-up, or 
synthetic device. 
(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time of the lesson so the in-
service instructor can be present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
,, co-operation of the in-service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
DIORAMAS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
How To Make and Use Dioramas. Twenty minutes, Sound, 
Color. Produced by Syracuse University; McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1956. 
Discusses the use of dioramas in instruction at 
various grade levels. Shows teachers and students 
making dioramas out of readily-available material. 
Describes the construction of the skill, the 
painting of the background, the molding of land 
contours, the lighting, and the preparation and 
placement of miniature objects and accessories. 
Filmstrips: 
The Diorama as a Teaching Aid. Fifty-nine Frames, 
Color, with Supplementary Notes. Columbus, Ohio: 
The Ohio State Teaching Aids Laboratory. 
Outlines pictorially how any teacher, with her 
students, can make educationally-meaningful dioramas. 
B. BOOKS 
Chandler, Anna Curtis, and Irene F. Cypher, Audio -
Visual Techniques. New York: Noble and Noble, 
Publishers, 1948. pp. 26 - 27, 85 - 89. 
Dale, Edgar, Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. 
Revised edition; New York: Dryden Press, 1954. 
pp. 178 - 180, 371. 
Kinder, James s., Audio -Visual Materials and Techni4ues. 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. pp. 8, 3 2. 
Kinder, James S., and F. Dean McClusky, editors, The 
Audio - Visual Reader. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. 
Brown Company, 1954.' pp. 55 - 57. 
C. BULLETINS 
The Diorama As A Teaching Aid. Pamphlet Number 4; 
Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University Teaching 
Aids Library. 
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D. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Barnett, Grace T., "Attractive Designs For The 
Christmas Diorama", Grade Teacher, Volume LXIX, 
December, 1951. 
Directions and patterns for making a Christmas 
diorama. 
Barnett, Grace T., "Eskimo Diorama", Grade Teacher, 
Volume LXVIII, January, 1951. pp. 36 - 37. 
Directions and patterns for making an Eskimo 
diorama. 
Barnett, Grace T., "Mexican Diorama 11 , Grade Teacher, 
Volume LXIX, April, 1952. pp. 46 - 47. 
Directions and patterns for making a Mexican 
diorama. 
Cypher, Irene F., "Three Dimensional Learning", 
The Nation 1 s Schools, Volume XXXIV, September, 
1944. p. 52. 
Suggestions on how to use the diorama more 
effectively in the schoolroom, and how students 
may construct miniature dioramas which require 
less skill and are less expensive than life-size 
dioramas. Explanation of diorama construction 
and suitable subject fields for dioramas are 
given. 
Jenkins, J. W., 11 Let 1 s Make a Diorama", See and Hear, 
Volume IV, Number 3, November, 1948. pp. 36 - 37. 
An explanation of how two types of dioramas were 
made by an eighth-grade class, their advantage as 
a teaching aid, and their purpose, are offered. 
Detailed drawings are included, showing materials 
to use, sizes, and thicknesses. 
Kolstad, Ralph, "Dioramas For Secondary Schools", 
Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XV, Number 5, January, 
1949. pp. 20 - 21. 
Outlines the use of dioramas as teaching tools 
under the headings of purpose, grade level, 
authenticity, interest, use of motion, cost, 
and portability. 
Reprinted in The Audio -Visual Reader, p. 57. 
Van Fleet~ J.~ "The Diorama Comes to the Classroom"~ 
Educational Screen~ Volume XXII~ Number 6~ 
June~ 1943. pp. 204 - 205. 
A discussion of the value of the diorama in the 
classroom. 
Reprinted in The Audio - Visual Reader~ pp. 55 - 56. 
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TEACHING WITH PUPPETS AND MARIONETTES 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio -Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp • 136 - 139 • 
Objectives: 
1. To realize the educational values of puppets 
and marionettes. 
2. To make use of puppets or marionettes in a 
unit of work. 
Procedures: 
1. Plan a unit which will contain use of puppets 
or marionettes. 
2. Plan a lesson that will incorporate the use 
of puppets or marionettes. 
3. The lesson plan should include the following 
three steps: 
(l) Preparation of pupils. 
(2) Use of puppets or marionettes. 
,, 
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(3) Follow-up with class discussion. 
4. Arrange the time when the lesson plan will 
be used so the in-service instructor can be present. 
5. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor. 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
PUPPETS AND MARIONETTES 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
ABC of Puppet Making. Two films~ each eleven minutes~ 
Sound~ Black and White. Hollywood, California: 
Bailey Films, Inc., 1954. 
Part I shows how to make and dress the simplest 
type of hand puppet, (without strings), using 
cardboard, cotton, an old sock, glue, thread, and 
water-color paints. Stresses the formation of the 
head, decorating and painting the features, and 
making the costume. 
Part II shows the making of a head with built-
up features from picture wire and paper mache. 
Demonstrates how to hold and manipulate the puppet. 
Suggests various puppet types and characters. Shows 
the building of a simple puppet theatre, and the 
operation of several puppets by children in a story 
performance. 
How to Make a Puppet. Twelve minutes, Sound, Black 
and White. Los Angeles, California: Bailey 
Films, Inc., 1953. 
B. BOOKS 
Bachelder, M., The Puppet Theatre Handbook. New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1947. 
Dale, Edgar, Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching. Revised 
Edition; New York: Dryden Press, 1954. pp. 131-133. 
Kinder, James S., Audio -Visual Materials and Techni ues. 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. pp. 3 -3 1. 
C. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
HelbertJ Nancy J.J "Make and Use Puppets in the Elementary 
School"J NEA JournalJ Volume XXXXIIJ Number 9J 
DecemberJ 1953. pp. 578 - 579. 
Describes the making and using of simple inexpensive 
puppets in the elementary grades. 
TaggartJ NellieJ "Visualize Your Story With Puppets"J 
Teaching ToolsJ Volume IJ Number 3. pp, 130 - 133. 
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WRITING A SCRIPT FOR USE IN MAKING 
A SCHOOL - PRODUCED MOTION PICTURE 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Sands, Lester B., Audio - Visual Procedures in 
Teaching, (New York: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 141 - 142, 261. 
Haas, Kenneth B., and Harry Q. PackerJ 
Preparation and Use of Audio - Visual Aids, 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950)J 
pp. 11 - 14. 
Objectives: 
1. To become familiar with the problems of 
planning a motion picture. 
Procedures: 
1. Select a topic that will be appropriate to 
use for one of your lessons, or that will cover some 
phase of school activities. 
2. Plan the development, scene by scene, giving 
all essential details. 
3. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor • 
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4. This project is to be followed by nProduction 
of a School- Produced Motion Picturen • 
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PRODUCTION OF A SCHOOL - PRODUCED MOTION PICTURE 
Credit: 4 points 
References: 
Dale, Edgar, Audio - Visual Methods in Teaching, 
(revised edition; New York: Dryden Press, 
1954}, pp. 238 - 239. 
Haas, Kenneth B., and Harry Q. Packer, 
Preparation and Use of Audio - Visual Aids, 
(second edition; New York: Prentice-Hall, 
1950), pp. 14 - 19. 
Kinder, James s., Audio -Visual Materials and 
Techniques, (New York: American Book, 1950), 
pp. 235 - 243. 
Objectives: 
1. To produce a motion picture that can be 
used (1) in the classroom; and (2) as public relations 
material. 
Procedures: 
1. Use scenario prepared in previous project, 
and film the scene as set up. 
2. After processing is completed, edit the film. 
3. Present the film according to purpose for 
which it was made • 
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4. This project is to be carried out with the 
co-operation of the in-service instructor. 
5. Arrange the preview at a time when the 
in-service instructor can be present. 
E 
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
FILM-SCRIPT PREPARATION -- SCHOOL-PRODUCED FILMS 
A. AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS 
Films: 
Celluloid College: Basic Motion Picture Technique. 
Thirty-two minutes, Sound, Black and White. 
Sterling, 1949. 
How to make motion pictures, including planning, 
using the tripod, shot breakdown, screen direction, 
matching action, newsreel technique, and build-up. 
At the end, a playlet is given incorporating all of 
the techniques previously emphasized. 
B. BOOKS 
ACL Movie Book, The: A Guide to Making Better Movies. 
New York: Amateur Cinema League, Inc., 1949. 
311 pp. 
Covers essential information for amateur productions, 
and for initial work in institutional production, 
including extended articles on planning, camera 
techniques, titling, and editing. 
Brodbeck, Emil E., Handbook of Basic Motion -Picture 
Techniques. New York: McGraw - Hill, 1950. 307 pp. 
Author summarizes the techniques of film-making 
that he found useful as instructor for the Signal 
Corps Photo Center Motion Picture School. Ten 
stumbling blocks to making good pictures are discussed. 
Brooker, Floyd E., and Eugene H. Harrington, Students 
Make Motion Pictures. Washington, D. C.: American 
Council on Education, 1941. 142 pp. 
Reports the production of films in the Denver Schools. 
Discusses the values in local productions to students, 
schools, and the community. 
Child, Eleanor, and Hardy Finch, Producing School Movies. 
Chicago, Illinois: National Council of the Teachers 
of English, 1941. 151 pp • 
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Presents the planning, writing, shooting, and editing 
of a school-produced motion picture. Shows basic 
equipment needs and processes, with sufficient detail 
to be helpful to teachers who are attempting their 
first school production. 
Eastman Kodak Company, How to Make Good Movies. New 
York: Eastman Kodak Company, 1949. 232 pp. 
Presents suggestions and techniques for amateur 
motion-picture production. Explains the planning 
of a film story, and supplies basic concepts and 
vocabulary for more advanced study and production 
work. Can serve as a primer in school production. 
Eastman Kodak Company, How to Make Good Pictures. New 
York: Eastman Kodak Company, 1949. 240 pp. 
Presents all phases of elementary photography, 
including the significance of photography, various 
types of film, uses of the camera, simple rules for 
composition, and methods of gaining interest. Serves 
as an excellent handbook for the amateur in picture 
production. 
Kinder, James S., Audio -Visual Materials and Techni4ues. 
New York: American Book Company, 1950. pp. 444- 53. 
Wilson, William H., and Kenneth B. Haas, The Film Book. 
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950. pp. 81 - 89. 
B. BULLETINS 
Broderick, G. G., 11 Educational Radio Script and Transcription 
Exchange 11 , Radio Script Catalog. Washington, D. C.: 
United States Office of Education, Federal Security 
Agency, 1950. 
C. PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
Alback, Emma S., et al, 11 Project in Practical Democracy: 
The School Makes a Motion Picture", See and Hear, 
Volume VI, February, 1951. pp. 24 - 25. 
Describes the production of a film by a group of 
teachers in the multi-sensory aids course at the 
Montclair, New Jersey State Teachers 1 College, using 
students from the ninth-grade class of the college 
high school • 
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Barnard, David P., "Combine Film Production With 
Instruction 11 , Educational Screen, Volume XXXII, 
March, 1953. pp. 112 - 113 • 
Tells how the Stout Institute of Menomonie, 
Wisconsin employs a plan whereby students study 
audio - visual materials, and, at the same time, 
produce them as class projects. Includes 
bibliography on film production, and a list of 
materials for production courses. 
Hainfield, Harold, "Make a Movie of Your School 11 , 
Audio - Visual Guide, Volume XV, Number 5, 
January, 1949. p. 10. 
Sets forth the idea that school movies need not 
be expensive. Types of cameras, lenses, and 
lighting are discussed, Suggestions for advanced 
planning are offered. 
Hainfield, Harold, 11 The Motion Picture Camera in 
School Journalism11 , Audio -Visual Guide, 
Volume XXII, Number 8, April, 1956. p. 19. 
Henderson, Alex, Jr., 11 Junior High Pupils Make a 
School Movie 11 , The Nation's Schools, Volume LIV, 
Number 2, August, 1954. pp. 68, 70. 
Describes the making of a movie, picturing junior-
high school activities, to be shown to incoming 
sixth graders on Orientation Day. 
Hoke, Evelyn, 11 We Filmed Our Ideas 11 , See and Hear, 
Volume VII, Number 4, February, 1952. 
pp. 11 - 12. 
Describes how a class made their own motion 
picture. 
Johnson, E. W., 11 We Make a Sound Movie for $45", 
Educational Screen, Volume XXXI, October, 1952. 
p. 328. 
Describes the making and editing of a sound motion 
picture, showing classroom work and extra-curricular 
activities • 
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UNIT V - AUDIO - VISUAL STUDY GROUP TO CATALOG 
MATERIALS ACCORDING TO SUBJECT AREAS 
AND GRADE LEVELS - (2 Professional 
Credits). 
Since a complete and accurate catalog is the only 
means by which information about all materials on a 
subject can be brought together, the audio - visual 
materials library, whether large or very small, must be 
catalogued systematically if it is to be used effectively. 4 
The committee system is one of the best devices 
for encouraging participation on the part of teachers. 
Capitalizing on this technique was the approach to 
Part V of the in - service, audio - visual course, 
"Catalog Materials According to Subject Areas and Grade 
Levels". 
Teachers are the best ones to decide how the 
Instructional Materials Catalogs should be planned for 
the school system in which they work. 
The committee, as finally set up, had three 
4Hoyt R. Galvin, "Films in 
Part II", LibrarS Journal, Volume 
(October, 1947), 8 pp. 
Public Libraries -
LXXII, Number 18, 
i 
i 
~t 
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members_, each from grades one through eight_, and three 
members - at - large on an art committee. The twenty-
seven members met as a group_, to decide upon the policiesJ 
and then independently) as four sub - committees: 
primaryJ grades one - two - three; intermediate) grades 
four - five - six; junior-highJ grades seven and eight; 
and artJ grades one through eight. 
The following policies were agreed upon: 
1. Catalogs would be arranged alphabetically) 
by subject areasJ with annotations. 
2. All instructional materials were coded as 
follows: 
F - Films; 
FS - Filmstrips; 
R - Recordings; 
TR - Transcriptions; 
P - Flat Pictures; 
K - KodachromesJ (2 11 x 2 11 slides); 
GS - Glass Slides_, (3 1/411 x 4 11 and 4 11 x 7''); 
EX - Exhibits; 
TR - Tape Recordings; 
M - Maps; 
S - Stereographs; 
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WP - Wall Print; and, 
C - Charts. 
3. All subject areas were coded as follows: 
A - Art; 
BE - Business Education; 
G - Guidance; 
H - Health; 
HE - Home Economics; 
IA - Industrial Arts; 
IS - In - Service; 
LA - Language Arts; 
M - Mathematics; 
MU - Music; 
PE - Physical Education; 
R - Reading; 
SA - Safety; 
SC - Science; 
SS Social Studies; 
SD - Special Days; and, 
UN - Unclassified. 
4. In the interest of keeping track of the 
catalogs more easily, yellow paper was decided upon. 
The.reason is., that., with so many papers., booklets., etc . ., 
on a teacher's desk., a catalog of colored sheets of 
paper would be less likely to be destroyed. 
5. A second catalog procedure was also agreed 
upon., namely, by units of instruction., without 
annotations. This involved a considerable amount of 
research. Evaluation reports aided greatly in the 
final compilation of this catalog. 
Approval has been received for another Audio -
Visual Study Group. 
The project is to plan a program of field trips 
and community resources that will correlate and 
integrate with curriculum guides in grades one through 
eight. 
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CHAPTER V 
INFORMAL IN-SERVICE METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
AUDIO - VISUAL COMMITTEES: 
Audio - Visual Committees may serve in various 
ways that will contribute to the over-all pattern of 
in - service training. The following are some of the 
committees that function in an informal group activity: -
l. Audio - Visual Education Committee 
2. Preview and Audition Committee 
3. Curriculum Development and Revision 
The Audio - Visual Education Committee is generally 
the guiding group to establish and generate interest in 
a functional audio - visual education program. This 
group is often made up of the various co-ordinators 
within the system. 
Sometimes the group is made up of those teachers 
with the greatest interest in the program. It is always 
good strategy to get one or two of the less - interested 
teachers on the committee. They often become staunch 
supporters of the department. 
There should be committee representatives from 
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the supervisory staff, and the administrative staff, as 
well as from the teaching personnel. Generally, teachers 
should be selected on recommendation of their 
administrators. 
The Preview and Audition Committee serves as a 
group to preview and audition materials, and to evaluate 
and recommend materials for purchase, rental, or rejection. 
The Curriculum Development and Revision Committee 
is one on which the director of audio - visual education 
may serve. The director of audio - visual education 
should be a member of various committees interested in 
improving the educational program through curriculum 
development and revision. 
The functions of the audio - visual director, as 
a member of such committees, are: 1 
l. To work with curriculum development 
groups, in order to get a clearer 
understanding of aims and objectives 
on various educational levels. 
2. To acquaint committee members with 
the facilities of the audio - visual 
services. 
3. To make available such materials as 
will aid the committee in its work. 
1James S. Kinder, Improving Classroom Instruction 
Through Audio - Visual Research (Fred Harcleroad, and 
William Allen, editors, Audio - Visual Administration, 
Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Company, 1951), p. 79. i, 
' 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
To suggest sources of materials on 
which teachers can draw, to enrich 
and extend the learning situation. 
To arrange for demonstration of 
audio - visual instructional 
techniques. 
To indicate methods of utilization 
of various kinds of audio - visual 
materials. 
To make available for preview 
appropriate materials. 
To help members select appropriate 
materials. 
To compile annotated bibliographies 
of suitable materials. 
To direct attention to pertinent 
reading matter on use of audio -
visual materials and equipment. 
To prepare study guides for use 
with audio - visual materials. 
To incorporate the audio - visual 
program in workshop groups.2 
Bulletins and Handbooks. Bulletins and handbooks 
are effective in keeping teachers informed about new 
equipment and materials. There is, of course, a place 
for a comprehensive handbook or catalog, which lists 
all the audio - visual aids available. Some catalogs 
include suggestions on utilization, and give instructions 
for ordering equipment and materials. 
Conferences. A few years ago, the Essex County 
Teachers' Association held a meeting in Swampscott, 
2James S. Kinder, Improving Classroom Instruction 
Through Audio -Visual Research (Fred.Harcleroad, and 
William Allen, editors, Audio - Visual Administration, 
Dubuque, Iowa: William c. Brown Company, 1951), p. 79. 
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Massachusetts~ whereJ as part of the programJ each of 
the audio - visual dealers having exhibits had an audio -
visual director as a co-workerJ to explain the materials 
available in various subject areas~ grade levelsJ etc. 
It was a most worthwhile program. There were enough 
different topics being covered so that the teacher could 
choose the one that would best fit her individual needs 
and interests. One of the criticisms often made in 
audio - visual circlesJ is that teachers cannot be 
expected to develop much enthusiasm for audio - visual 
education if all they witness is a good example of 
verbalism. 
Correlation of Materials with Curriculum Guides. 
There are several ways in which audio - visual 
instructional materials may be correlated with curriculum 
guides: -
l. The preview committee may suggest the 
correlation. 
2. Evaluation reports often list this information. 
3. The director of audio - visual education 
working on a curriculum guide may make suggestions. 
4. One practical method of having all available 
information in one spot is a "Unit Notebook". 
:: .. 
Demonstrations. A demonstration may be made by 
a salesman to an individual~ or to a representative 
group. 
It may be that a demonstration will be made by 
the director of audio - visual education. 
Evaluation and Utilization Skills. Any evaluation 
report should be easy for the teacher to fill out. These 
records are extremely helpful to a director of audio -
visual education~ and are of value to other teachers 
wanting to use the same materials. The audio - visual 
committee finds them helpful when decisions regarding 
duplicate prints~ or replacements~ have to be made. 
Inter and Intra-School Visitations. Intra -
school visitations frequently take place without a 
teacher giving too much thought to it. She may be 
invited by another teacher~ accepts~ and sees a 
demonstration~ bulletin - board display~ flat pictures~ 
films~ filmstrips~ etc. 
Frequently~ some special topic arises~ as~ for 
instance~ Language Laboratories~ and arrangements are 
made for two or three teachers to visit some other 
school where they can see that in which they are 
interested. 
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Non - Credit Classes or Training Sessions. The 
Audio - Visual Workshop referred to in detail~ in the 
preceding chapter~ is an illustration of a non-credit 
class; however~ since this particular workshop was 
conducted during school time~ the participating teachers 
received their regular pay for the week. 
If a small group of teachers is interested in a 
particular problem~ as much help as possible should be 
provided. 
Orientation Meetings With New Teachers. At a 
general staff meeting with all new teachers in June of 
each year~ information regarding the facilities at the 
Audio - Visual Instructional Materials Center is provided. 
If any of these new teachers have been student 
trainees in the system~ their practice teacher has 
already brought them to the Audio - Visual Center~ as 
this is an integral part of their practice-teaching 
experience. 
As soon as possible after school starts in 
September~ a meeting is scheduled with all the new 
teachers in the system for orientation regarding 
facilities~ how materials may be obtained~ etc. 
.... --::--· .. 
Staff Meetings. These groups vary according to 
the nature of the meeting: -
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
It may involve 
It may be only 
It may be all 
It may be all 
district. 
all elementary school teachers. 
a primary group. 
teachers in a single school. 
teachers in a supervisory 
5. It may be one department at the secondary 
level. 
A good technique is to find out their questions~ 
problems~ what they would like demonstrated~ etc.~ well 
ahead of time. The response is much more satisfactory. 
Teacher Guides and Correlation. This material 
is always sent with the film~ filmstrip~ set of charts~ 
etc.~ whenever available. There is so much valuable 
information in most of the guides that teachers often 
request them. 
Understanding the Place of Audio - Visual Methods 
in Teaching. One subtle way is to send a brief about 
some phase of the 11 Place of Audio - Visual Methods in 
Teaching 11 with a catalog. For instance~ one article is~ 
"Using the Classroom Film11 ; another is~ "Teaching With a 
Filmstrip"; and~ another is "Evaluation of Audio -Visual 
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Instructional Materials". 
Demonstrations contribute to this topic, as do 
conversations in general. 
AUDIO - VISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER 
In - service teacher education, whether formally 
organized, or informally conducted, is dependent to some 
degree upon the physical facilities available. 
A functional audio - visual instructional materials 
center should contain the following areas: -
1. An office area. 
2. A library area. 
3. A preview room. 
4. A work area. 
'· 
5. Storage space. 
~' 
i ,. 
' 
6. Audio room. 
7. Photographic dark room. 
-- '-- -· ---~--. -· . .. -
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The literature in the area of audio - visual 
education was sifted carefully for research studies 
in the field of in - service education. Practically 
the only references pertinent to the topic are the 
expressed opinions of professional educators. These 
expressed opinions are in accord in that the need for 
in - service teacher education in the use of audio -
visual instructional materials has existed for a long 
time; it still exists; and~ it will continue to exist 
for a long time to come. 
Just as there is no one best type of audio -
visual material~ there appears to be no one best type 
of in - service technique. Much of the success of the 
total program depends upon the type of leadership within 
the audio - visual department. 
While we can separate the methods and techniques 
of in - service teacher education into a formal approach 
or an informal approach~ we can also separate them another 
way: either by the direct approach; or by the indirect li 
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approach. Still another division can be made: either 
by a group approach; or by an individual approach. All 
efforts~ however~ lead to: -
MORE EFFECTIVE LEARNING 
THROUGH THE SKILLFUL AND 
INTELLIGENT USE OF AUDIO - VISUAL 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS • 
--
' 
,, 
'· 
i' 
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